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ABSTRACT  
Uncertainty Quantification of Turbulence Model Closure Coefficients in OpenFOAM and Fluent 
for Mildly Separated Flows 
by 
Isaac Witte 
Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering 
Washington University in St. Louis, 2017 
Research Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Agarwal 
 
       In this thesis, detailed uncertainty quantification studies focusing on the closure coefficients of eddy-
viscosity turbulence models for several flows using two CFD solvers have been performed. Three eddy 
viscosity turbulence models considered are: the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model, the two-
equation Shear Stress Transport (SST) k-ω model, and the one-equation Wray-Agarwal (WA) model. 
OpenFOAM and ANSYS Fluent are used as flow solvers. Uncertainty quantification analyses are 
performed for subsonic flow over a flat plate, subsonic flow over a backward-facing step, and transonic 
flow past an axisymmetric bump.  In the case of flat plate, coefficients of pressure, lift, drag, and skin 
friction are considered to be the output quantities of interest. In case of the backward-facing step, these 
quantities are considered along with the separation bubble size. In case of an axisymmetric transonic 
bump, the drag coefficient, lift coefficient, separation point and reattachment point are considered. In 
addition to these four quantities, global uncertainty is employed on every node in the flow for Reynolds 
shear stress to determine which areas of the flow the closure coefficients contribute most to the 
uncertainty. Uncertainty quantification is conducted using DAKOTA developed by Sandia National 
Laboratories using stochastic expansions based on non-intrusive polynomial chaos. All closure 
  
xii 
coefficients are treated as epistemic uncertain variables, each defined by a specified range. The influence 
of the closure coefficients on output quantities is assessed using the global sensitivity analysis based on 
variance decomposition. This yields Sobol indices which are used to rank the contributions of each 
constant. A comparison of the Sobol indices between the turbulence models, flow cases, and flow solvers 
is conducted. This research identifies closure coefficients for each turbulence model that contribute 
significantly to uncertainty in the model predictions; this information can then be used to improve the 
prediction capability of the models in separated flow region by a more judicious choice of the closure 
coefficients.   
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Chapter 1 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
 Interest in uncertainty quantification (UQ) in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has grown 
in recent years.  UQ has been successfully applied to design and optimization of many industrial 
products, and is becoming a standard tool for verification and validation of numerical solutions. 
The development of non-intrusive polynomial chaos methods has reduced the computational 
expense of UQ and has allowed uncertainty propagation through complex models without 
alteration of the underlying model.  
 In the present work the sensitivities of the closure coefficients of the one-equation Spalart-
Allmaras model developed by Spalart and Allmaras in A One-Equation Turbulence Model for 
Aerodynamic Flows [1], the two-equation Shear Stress Transport k-ω model developed by Menter 
in Two-Equation Eddy-Viscosity Turbulence Models for Engineering Applications [2], and the 
one-equation Wray-Agarwal model developed by Wray and Agarwal in Development of a One-
Equation Eddy Viscosity Turbulence Model for Application to Complex Turbulent Flow [3], are 
investigated.  Flow calculations are performed with both OpenFOAM and ANSYS Fluent. Three 
flow cases are examined: subsonic flow over a flat plate, subsonic flow over a backward-facing 
step, and transonic flow over an axisymmetric bump. The results of the flow over a flat plate are 
used to verify the implementation of the turbulence models in the two solvers and to compare the 
coefficient sensitivities between the flow solvers. The backward-facing step was chosen as a 
slightly more complex simulation case with a separation bubble with separation and reattachment 
points. Finally, the transonic axisymmetric bump was chosen to include the effects of 
compressibility with a shock present in the flow. Insight into the behavior of the turbulence models 
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by UQ when applied to these three flows may contribute to improving these models to achieve the 
NASA’s goal of “40% reduction in predictive error.”  
 Non-intrusive polynomial chaos is used to propagate the uncertainty in the closure coefficients. 
DAKOTA is used to calculate the Sobol indices which quantify the sensitivity of each coefficient 
to some physical quantity of interest. The quantities of interest are the coefficients of pressure, lift, 
drag, skin friction, and separation bubble size. Details of the turbulence models, flow solvers, and 
test cases are given in the next sections. Results and discussions of the UQ analyses are presented. 
Closure coefficients of interest are identified.  
1.2 Brief Review of Literature 
Uncertainty quantification has grown in popularity recently, and as a result there have been 
several similar studies recently. The two that we will look at as a benchmark are the studies into 
uncertainty quantification performed by John Schaefer in the paper Uncertainty Quantification of 
Turbulence Model Closure Coefficients for Transonic Wall-Bounded Flows [4], and work done in 
the Washington University Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory by Tim Wray for his 
dissertation [3].  
In the first work, Schaefer performed uncertainty quantification using FUN3D on a 
transonic axisymmetric bump case and on the RAE 2822 transonic airfoil at a lift coefficient of 
0.744. In his study, he used three turbulence models: The Spalart-Allmaras Model, the Wilcox 
2006 k-ω model, and the Menter Shear-Stress Transport k-ω Model. Table 1 lists the Sobol indices 
for the drag coefficient of a transonic axisymmetric bump for the three models mentioned above. 
These results are useful to compare against the UQ from both the SA and the SST model. 
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In Wray’s work, uncertainty quantification was done for the SA model on NASA’s 2D wall 
mounted hump, as an effort to analyze separated flow. OpenFOAM and DAKOTA were used for 
the uncertainty quantification, in processes very similar to those done for the work of this thesis. 
The four main values analyzed in this study were the lift coefficient, the drag coefficient, the 
separation point, and the reattachment point. Table 2(a) lists the Sobol indices for various 
Table 1: Sobol Indices from Schaefer’s previous study [4] for the drag coefficient of an axisymmetric 
transonic bump for the SA model, the Wilcox-2006 model, and the SST model. 
SA W2006 SST 
Coefficient Sobol Index Coefficient Sobol Index Coefficient Sobol Index 
κ 8.50E-01 σω 7.75E-01 β* 8.03E-01 
σ 5.99E-02 Clim 1.42E-01 σω1 9.24E-02 
Cv1 5.38E-02 β* 1.26E-01 β*/ β1 7.79E-02 
Cw2 2.59E-02 σk 2.12E-02 β*/ β2 3.54E-02 
Cb1 1.11E-02 κ 1.99E-02 σω2 1.85E-03 
Cb2 4.66E-04 β*/ β0 7.46E-03 σk2 1.21E-03 
Cw3 5.33E-05   a1 8.25E-04 
Ct3 9.71E-06   σk1 4.91E-04 
Ct1 8.91E-06   κ 1.24E-04 
Ct4 8.57E-06     
Ct2  5.13E-06      
 
closure coefficients of the SA model for the lift and drag coefficients, while Table 2(b) lists the 
Sobol indices for the points of interest being the separation and reattachment points. 
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Table 2(a): Sobol indices from Wray's previous study [3] for the lift and drag coefficients of a 2D wall 
mounted hump for the SA model. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝜿 0.67619 0.674678720   𝜿 0.62866 0.627530445 
𝝈𝝂 0.14343 0.143109435   𝝈𝝂 0.16851 0.168207227 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.10226 0.102031450   𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.10878 0.108584548 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.07080 0.070641762   𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.08374 0.083589539 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.00888 0.008860153   𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.00787 0.007855859 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.00053 0.000528815   𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.00369 0.003683370 
𝒄𝒕𝟑 0.00006 0.000059865   𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.00036 0.000359353 
𝒄𝒕𝟒 0.00006 0.000059865   𝒄𝒕𝟑 0.00010 0.000099820 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.00003 0.000029933   𝒄𝒕𝟒 0.00009 0.000089838 
 
Table 2(b): Sobol indices from Wray's previous study [3] for the reattachment and separation points of a 2D 
wall mounted hump for the SA model 
Reattachment Point   Separation Point 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝝈𝝂 0.53133 0.529033992   𝜿 0.47414 0.408892952 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.15603 0.155355756   𝝈𝝂 0.22060 0.190242935 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.14955 0.148903758   𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.14941 0.128849487 
𝜿 0.09623 0.095814167   𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.13534 0.116715679 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.06547 0.065187088   𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.06303 0.054356356 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.00408 0.004062369   𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.04464 0.038497029 
𝒄𝒕𝟑 0.00060 0.000597407   𝒄𝒕𝟒 0.02505 0.021602836 
𝒄𝒕𝟒 0.00054 0.000537667   𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.02430 0.020956044 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.00051 0.000507796   𝒄𝒕𝟑 0.02306 0.019886682 
 
Global uncertainty quantification was also performed by Wray, analyzing every node in 
the flow for the Reynolds shear stress, highlighting where in the flow field each coefficient 
contributes the most to the uncertainty, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Global Uncertainty Quantification for the Hump Case [3]. From the top left and moving clockwise, 
the closure coefficients shown are 𝜿, 𝝈𝝂, 𝒄𝒃𝟏, and 𝒄𝒘𝟑, each focusing on the Reynolds Shear Stress for global 
evaluation. 
1.3 Objective 
The goal of this research is to quantify the uncertainty and sensitivity of closure coefficients 
of various turbulence models in Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes codes for cases of mildly 
separated wall bounded flows. The cases analyzed are the boundary layer flow past a flat plate for 
proof-of-concept, a subsonic flow past a backward-facing step, and a flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump. The three turbulence models used are the commonly used Spalart-Allmaras 
and Menter Shear-Stress Transport k-ω Models, and the recently developed Wray-Agarwal Model. 
By determining which coefficients contribute significantly to the uncertainty due to the turbulence 
model, this information can be used to improve the model coefficients to reduce the uncertainty as 
well as improve the accuracy. 
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1.4 Turbulence Models 
1.4.1 Spalart-Allmaras (SA) One-Equation Model 
 The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [1] is the most commonly used one-equation eddy-
viscosity turbulence model.  It was derived for application to aerodynamic flows using empiricism 
and arguments of dimensional analysis. The transport equation for the modified turbulent viscosity 
is given by: 
 
 
𝐷𝜈
𝐷𝑡
 =  𝑐𝑏1[1 − 𝑓𝑡2] 𝑆 ̃𝜈 +  
1
𝜎
 [∇. ((𝜈 + 𝜈) ∇?̃?) + 𝑐𝑏2(∇?̃?)
2] 
− [𝑐𝑤1𝑓𝑤 −
𝑐𝑏1
𝜅2
𝑓𝑡2] [
𝜈
𝑑
]
2
 
(1)  
 
The turbulent eddy-viscosity is given by the equation: 
 
 𝜈𝑡 =  𝜈 𝑓𝑣1. (2)  
 
 
Near wall blocking is accounted for by the damping function fv1. 
 
 𝑓𝑣1  =  
𝜒3
𝜒3 + 𝑐3𝑣1
, 𝜒 ≡  
𝜈
𝑣
. (3)  
 
The remaining function definitions are given by the following equations: 
 
 ?̃? ≡ Ω +
𝜈
𝜅2𝑑2
𝑓𝑣2, 𝑓𝑣2 = 1 −
𝜒
1 − 𝜒𝑓𝑣1
  (4)  
 
 𝑓𝑤 = 𝑔[
1 + 𝑐6𝑤3
𝑔6 + 𝑐6𝑤3
]1/6 , (5)  
 
 𝑔 = 𝑟 + 𝑐𝑤2(𝑟
6 − 𝑟), (6)  
   
 𝑟 ≡
𝜈
?̃? 𝜅2𝑑2
, (7)  
 
 𝑓𝑡2 = 𝐶𝑡3𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐶𝑡4𝜒
2) (8)  
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The model closure coefficients and their recommended bounds are shown in Table 3.  The 
bounds used are the same as those given in Schafer et al. [4]. The full formulation of the model is 
given by Spalart and Allmaras [1]. 
 
Table 3: Epistemic Intervals of Closure Coefficients for SA-FLUENT model. 
Closure Coefficient Lower Bound Upper Bound Standard Value 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 1.29 1.37 1.355 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.61 0.69 0.622 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 6.9 7.3 7.1 
𝒄𝒕𝟑 1.0 2.0 1.2 
𝒄𝒕𝟒 0.3 0.7 0.5 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.055 0.3525 0.3 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 1.75 2.5 2.0 
𝝈 0.6 1.0 2/3 
κ 0.38 0.42 0.41 
 
 
1.4.2 Menter’s Shear-Stress-Transport (SST) k-ω Two-Equation Model 
The SST k-ω turbulence model [2] is a two-equation eddy viscosity model combing the best 
characteristics of the k-ω and k-ε turbulence models.  Near solid boundaries, it behaves like a 
regular k-ω model directly integrable down to the wall, without additional corrections as is the 
case with most k-ε models.  In the free stream and shear layers, its behavior returns to a k-ε type 
model.  This avoids strong freestream sensitivity common to k-ω type models. The transport 
equations for k and ω are given by: 
 
 
𝐷𝜌𝑘
𝐷𝑡
= 𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
− 𝛽∗𝜌𝜔𝜅 +
𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 + 𝜎𝑘𝜇𝑡)
𝜕𝑘
𝜕𝑥𝑗
] 
(9)  
 
 
𝐷𝜌𝜔
𝐷𝑡
=
𝛾
𝜈𝑡
𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
− 𝛽∗𝜌𝜔2 +
𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 + 𝜎𝜔𝜇𝑡)
𝜕𝜔
𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 2(1 − 𝐹1)𝜌𝜎𝜔2
1
𝜔
 
𝜕𝑘
𝜕𝑥𝑗
 
𝜕𝜔
𝜕𝑥𝑗
 (10)  
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The turbulent eddy-viscosity is computed from: 
 
 𝜈𝑡 =
𝑎1𝑘
max (𝑎1𝜔; Ω𝐹2)
 ,   𝛺 = √2𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑊𝑖𝑗  ,   𝑊𝑖𝑗 =
1
2
(
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
−
𝜕𝑢𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑖
) (11)  
 
Each model constant is blended between an inner and outer constant by: 
 
 
𝜑1 = 𝐹1𝜑1 + (1 − 𝐹1)𝜑2 (12)  
 
The remaining function definitions are given by the following equations: 
 
 𝐹1 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑎𝑟𝑔1
4) (13)  
 
 𝑎𝑟𝑔1 = min [max (
√𝑘
𝛽∗𝜔𝑑
,
500𝜈
𝑑2𝜔
) ,
4𝜌𝜎𝜔2𝑘
𝐶𝐷𝑘𝜔𝑑2
 ] (14)  
 
 𝐶𝐷𝑘 = max (2𝜌𝜎𝜔2
1
𝜔
𝜕𝑘
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝜔
𝜕𝑥𝑗
, 10−20) (15)  
 
 𝐹2 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑎𝑟𝑔2
2) (16)  
   
 
 
𝑎𝑟𝑔2 = max (2
√𝑘
𝛽∗𝜔𝑑
,
500𝜈
𝑑2𝜔
)  (17)  
   
The closure coefficients and their recommended bounds are shown in Table 4. The bounds used 
are the same as those given in Schafer et al. [4]. The full formulation of the model has been given 
by Menter [2]. 
 
Table 4: Epistemic Intervals of Closure Coefficients for SST k-ω model. 
Closure Coefficient Lower Bound Upper Bound Standard Value 
𝜷∗𝒊𝒏𝒇 0.7084 0.1024 0.09 
𝒂𝟏 0.31 0.40 0.31 
𝜷𝟏 0.0598 0.0861 0.075 
𝜷𝟐 0.0541 0.0975 0.0828 
𝝈𝒌𝟏 0.7 1.0 0.85 
𝝈𝒌𝟐 0.8 1.2  1.0 
𝝈𝒘𝟏 0.3 0.7 0.5 
𝝈𝒘𝟐 0.7 1.0 0.856 
κ 0.38 0.42 0.41 
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1.4.3 Wray-Agarwal (WA) One-Equation Model 
The Wray-Agarwal model [3] is a one-equation eddy-viscosity model derived from k-ω closure. 
It has been applied to several canonical cases and has shown improved accuracy over the SA model 
and competitiveness with the SST k-ω model. An important distinction between the WA model 
and previous one-equation k-ω models is the inclusion of the cross diffusion term in the ω-equation 
and a blending function which allows smooth switching between two destruction terms.  The 
undamped eddy-viscosity R = k/ω is determined by: 
 
 
𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢𝑗
𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝑥𝑗
=
𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜎𝑅𝑅 + 𝜈)
𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝐶1𝑅𝑆 + 𝑓1𝐶2𝑘𝜔
𝑅
𝑆
𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑥𝑗
− (1 − 𝑓1)𝐶2𝑘𝜀𝑅
2 (
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑆2
) 
(18)  
 
The turbulent eddy-viscosity is given by the equation: 
 
 𝜈𝑇 = 𝑓𝜇𝑅 (19)  
 
The wall blocking effect is accounted for by the damping function fμ.  
 
 𝑓𝜇 =
𝜒3
𝜒3 + 𝐶𝑤
3 , 𝜒 =
𝑅
𝜈
 (20)  
 
Here 𝑆 is the mean strain described below. 
 
 𝑆 =  √2𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗  , 𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
1
2
(
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
+
𝜕𝑢𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑖
) (21)  
 
While the C2kω term is active, Eq. (18) behaves as a one equation model based on the standard 
k-ω equations. The inclusion of the cross diffusion term in the derivation causes the additional C2kε 
term to appear.  This term corresponds to the destruction term of one equation models derived 
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from standard k-ε closure.  The presence of both terms allows the new model to behave either as a 
one equation k-ω or one equation k-ε model based on the switching function f1.  The blending 
function was designed so that the k-ω destruction term is active near solid boundaries and near the 
end of the log-layer the k-ε destruction term becomes active. The model constant Cb =1.66 controls 
the rate at which f1 switches. 
 𝑓1 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑎𝑟𝑔1
4) (22)  
 
 𝑎𝑟𝑔1 = min (
𝐶𝑏𝑅
𝑆𝜅2𝑑2
, (
𝑅 + 𝜈
𝜈
)
2
) (23)  
 
The model constants and their recommended bounds are shown in Table 5.  These bounds were 
determined based on the behavior of the model when applied to canonical free shear flows and a 
turbulent flat plate boundary layer.  
 
 
Table 5: Epistemic Intervals of Closure Coefficients for the WA model. 
Closure Coefficient Lower Bound Upper Bound Standard Value 
𝐂𝟏 0.135 0.16 0.144 
𝑪𝟐𝒌𝜺 1.6 2.4 1.86 
𝑪𝟐𝒌𝝎 0.6 1.4 1.36 
𝑪𝒃 1.43 2.0 1.66 
𝑪𝐰 12.5 13.5 13.0 
𝝈𝒌𝜺 0.8 1.2 1.0 
𝝈𝒌𝝎 0.3 0.7 0.5 
κ 0.38 0.42 0.41 
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Chapter 2 
2. Computational Approach for Uncertainty Quantification 
2.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics Software 
2.1.1 OpenFOAM 
OpenFOAM [5] is an open source CFD software package written in C++. It has continued to 
gain popularity and grow its user base in part thanks to the ease of modification of its code. It has 
an impressive range of mesh tools, solvers, and pre and post-processing tools. Before using it in 
the present study, the current implementations of the SA and SST k-ω models were verified for 
the 2D zero pressure gradient flat plate case of the NASA Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR) 
[6].  The results of this verification study are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It can be seen that the baseline 
implementations denoted as OpenFOAM-SABaseline and OpenFOAM-SSTBaseline do not match 
the results of the NASA TMR.  To bring OpenFOAM into agreement with the NASA TMR, the 
SA-Standard and SST-V versions of the models and their respective boundary conditions were 
implemented in OpenFOAM. The results of these implementations, termed OpenFOAM-
SAStandard and OpenFOAM-SST-V, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. It is evident that 
the new implementations agree with the FUN3D results taken from the NASA TMR. These 
verified, standard implementations are used in the remainder of this paper. 
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Figure 2(a): OpenFOAM verification of the Spalart-Allmaras model for flow over a flat plate. 
 
 
                 Figure 2(b): OpenFOAM verification of the SST k-ω model for flow over a flat plate. 
 
2.1.2 ANSYS Fluent 
The verification case of the 2D zero pressure gradient flat plate flow was repeated for the 
commercial solver ANSYS Fluent [7]. The theory guide available for Fluent gives details on the 
SA and SST k-ω model implementations.  The guide shows that additional modifications and 
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limiters are present for both models in Fluent. To remedy this, the SA-Standard and SST-V models 
were implemented in Fluent by the User-Defined-Functions (UDF). Results of the baseline and 
UDF models are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Some discrepancies between the Fluent and FUN3D 
numerical results remain. Since the magnitude of the error is comparable for both the SA and SST-
V models, the discrepancy can be attributed to some numerical differences in the codes or in the 
difference in post-processing the results. The inconsistency between the results is being 
investigated further. 
 
Figure 3(a): ANSYS Fluent verification of the Spalart-Allmaras model for flow over a flat plate. 
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Figure 3(b):  ANSYS Fluent verification of the SST k-ω model for flow over a flat plate. 
 
2.2 Description of Test Cases 
2.2.1 2D Zero Pressure Gradient Turbulent Boundary-  
Layer Flow Past a Flat Plate 
 
A turbulent flat plate boundary layer is a widely used simple verification and validation test 
case.  RANS turbulence models have no problem in accurately predicting the turbulent boundary 
layer and are often calibrated by computing this flow.  The Reynolds number of the flow is Re = 
5x106 based on the upstream Mach number M=0.2 and the reference length of one meter. The 
computational grids used were taken from the NASA TMR [5]. The computational grid with every 
other node and boundary conditions are shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) respectively. This case is 
used to determine the typical sensitivities of the model coefficients so that the comparisons with 
the more complex cases can be made. 
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Figure 4: Computational grid and boundary conditions for subsonic flow past a flat plate [5]. 
 
2.2.2 Flow over a 2D Backward-Facing Step 
Subsonic flow over a 2D backward-facing step is also a validation test case frequently used to 
evaluate turbulence models for computing flows with small separation bubbles. This flow has been 
widely tested, with the most commonly used experimental data from Driver and Seegmiller in 
Features of Reattaching Turbulent Shear Layer in Divergent Channel Flow [8].  
 
 
Figure 5: Backward Facing Step geometry setup and boundary conditions [5]. 
X 
(a) 
X 
(b) 
Y Y 
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The solver setup for this case was established so as to correspond to the experiment in order to 
compare the computed results with the experimental data of Driver and Seegmiller. While Driver 
and Seegmiller studied an inclined top wall, here we consider parallel walls for the boundary 
conditions in the y- direction. For a step of height H, the boundary layer upstream of the flow has 
a thickness of 1.5H. The Reynolds number of the flow prior to the step, based on step height H, is 
approximately 36,000. Computational grids were taken from the NASA TMR [5]. 
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2.2.2 Flow over a Transonic Axisymmetric Bump 
     This flow was computed at the conditions corresponding to the experiment of Bachalo and 
Johnson in Transonic, Turbulent Boundary Layer-Separation Generated on an Axisymmetric Flow 
Model [9]. The flow is transonic with a freestream Mach number M=0.875. The Reynolds number 
per unit bump length is Re=2.763x106. At these conditions a shockwave develops over the bump, 
followed by the boundary layer separation. The flow then reattaches downstream of the shock. The 
strong coupling of shock location and separation bubble size makes the accurate simulation of this 
case difficult for RANS turbulence models. Computational grids were again taken from the NASA 
TMR [5], and were refined in the present work. The computational domain is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: Axisymmetric Transonic Bump case geometry setup and boundary conditions [5]. 
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Chapter 3 
3. Results of Uncertainty Quantification 
3.1 Sobol Indices for a Flat Plate 
 
 This chapter describes the sensitivities of various turbulence models to changes in their closure 
coefficients for the zero pressure gradient flat plate boundary layer flow. OpenFOAM and ANSYS 
Fluent are used as the flow solvers. Sobol indices are computed by using the SANDIA National 
Lab’s DAKOTA software [10], and are used to rank the influence of each coefficient. 
Tables 6 and 7 show the sensitivity analysis results obtained from OpenFOAM for the lift and 
drag coefficient respectively using the WA, SA, and SST k-ω models.  Comparing the sensitivities 
in the three models it can be seen that the diffusivity constant, σ, is a significant contributor to the 
uncertainty in all the three models.  Von Karman’s constant, κ, is also a significant contributor to 
the uncertainty in both the SA and SST k-ω models but not in the WA model.   
Table 6: Sobol Indices for the drag coefficient computed with OpenFOAM using the WA, SA, and k-ω models 
WA SA SST k-ω 
Coefficient Sobol Index Coefficient Sobol Index Coefficient Sobol Index 
Cw 7.56E-01 κ 7.68E-01 σω1 6.42E-01 
σkω 1.02E-01 σ 1.74E-01 κ 2.21E-01 
σkε 7.40E-02 Cv1 5.00E-02 σω2 7.00E-02 
κ 4.50E-02 Cb1 6.89E-03 β2 4.79E-02 
C1 4.10E-02 Cw2 3.44E-03 β* 3.77E-02 
C2kω 6.00E-03 Ct4 8.06E-04 σk2 3.46E-02 
C2kε 5.00E-04 Cb2 6.02E-04 a1 2.96E-02 
Cb 4.10E-04 Cw3 5.99E-04 β1 2.45E-02 
    Ct3 4.65E-04 σk1 2.25E-02 
 
The most significant coefficient for the WA model influencing the drag coefficient is Cw. This 
makes qualitative sense since this coefficient was used to calibrate the WA model for the flat plate 
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boundary layer flow.  Interestingly, Cv1 in the SA model, which corresponds to Cw in the WA 
model, is relatively insignificant in influencing the drag coefficient. 
Table 7: Sobol Indices for the lift coefficient computed with OpenFOAM using the WA, SA and k-ω models 
WA SA SST k-ω 
Coefficient Sobol 
Index 
Coefficien
t 
Sobol 
Index 
Coefficien
t 
Sobol 
Index 
σkε 4.75E-01 κ 8.38E-01 σω1 6.26E-01 
Cb 3.16E-01 σ 9.59E-02 Κ 2.45E-01 
σkω 1.32E-01 Cv1 4.25E-02 σω2 5.29E-02 
C2kε 5.90E-02 Cw2 1.82E-02 σk2 4.52E-02 
κ 2.40E-02 Cb1 3.94E-03 β* 3.54E-02 
Cw 3.00E-03 Ct4 1.34E-03 β2 3.34E-02 
C2kω 3.00E-03 Cb2 9.08E-04 a1 3.19E-02 
C1 6.00E-04 Ct3 7.14E-04 σk1 2.54E-02 
  Cw3 8.19E-04 β1 2.07E-02 
 
Tables 8 and 9 show the sensitivity of the closure coefficients obtained with ANSYS Fluent for 
the SA and SST k-ω models, respectively.  Comparing the OpenFOAM SA results in Tables 6 and 
7 to the Fluent results in Table 8, it can be seen that σ and κ are again significant contributors to 
the uncertainty in the lift and drag coefficient.  In the Fluent results, however, Cw2 is by far the 
largest contributor.  This is in contrast to the OpenFOAM results where Cw2 had negligible 
influence. The variation in the sensitivities computed by the two codes suggests some differences 
in the numerical algorithms used in the two codes or possibly a coding error associated with the 
Cw2 term. The SST k-ω model shows almost complete sensitivity to the inner specific dissipation 
rate (SDR) Prandtl number. This quantity modifies the destruction of turbulence near the wall, and 
as such contributes to most of the uncertainty. 
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Table 8: Sobol Indices of Closure Coefficients for SA-Standard model. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.7500 0.612594952   𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.7742 0.6274923 
𝜿 0.1676 0.136894552   𝜿 0.1651 0.133814232 
𝝈 0.0839 0.068528955   𝝈 0.0747 0.060544659 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.0479 0.039124398   𝒄𝒕𝟒 0.0449 0.036391636 
𝒄𝒕𝟒 0.0454 0.037082414   𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.0365 0.029583401 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.0361 0.029486237   𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.0351 0.028448695 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.0355 0.028996161   𝒄𝒕𝟑 0.0351 0.028448695 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.0304 0.024830515   𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.0349 0.028286594 
𝒄𝒕𝟑 0.0275 0.022461815   𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.0333 0.026989788 
 
Table 9: Sobol Indices of Closure Coefficients for SST k-ω model from ANSYS Fluent. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝝈𝒘𝟏 0.9496 0.878933728   𝝈𝒘𝟏 0.9375 0.899712092 
𝜷𝒊𝟐 0.0453 0.041928915   𝒂𝟏 0.0473 0.045393474 
𝒂𝟏 0.0291 0.026934469   𝜷
∗
𝒊𝒏𝒇
 0.0323 0.030998081 
𝜷∗
𝒊𝒏𝒇
 0.0256 0.023694928   𝜷𝒊𝟏 0.0064 0.006142035 
𝜷𝒊𝟏 0.0132 0.012217697   𝝈𝒘𝟐 0.0061 0.005854127 
𝝈𝒘𝟐 0.0068 0.006293965   𝝈𝒌𝟐 0.0044 0.004222649 
𝝈𝒌𝟐 0.0060 0.005553499   𝝈𝒌𝟏 0.0040 0.003838772 
𝝈𝒌𝟏 0.0048 0.004442799   𝜷𝒊𝟐 0.0040 0.003838772 
 
 The sensitivity of the SA-noft2 model (the default implementation of the SA model in 
Fluent) with its smaller set of closure coefficients was also examined. This version of the model 
excludes the ft2 modification to the boundary layer trip term. Spalart and Allmaras note that this 
change is appropriate for the boundary layer calculations, e.g., the flow past a flat plate, and flow 
over a backward facing step prior to separation and after reattachment [1]. Table 8 presents the 
results of UQ analysis for SA-noft2 in Fluent for flow past a flat plate. 
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Table 8: Sobol Indices of Closure Coefficients for SA-noft2 model from ANSYS Fluent. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝝈 0.3562 0.354805614   𝝈 0.5142 0.51297911 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.3551 0.35370992   𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.3025 0.301781759 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.2790 0.277907822   𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.1589 0.158522716 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.0135 0.013447153   𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.0265 0.02643708 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.0001 9.96085E-05   𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.0002 0.000199525 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.00003 2.98826E-05   𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.00008 7.98101E-05 
 
 It can be seen from Table 8 that the SA-noft2 model is not sensitive to one particular 
coefficient. Rather, it seems that several coefficients contribute to the overall sensitivity of SA-
noft2 model as implemented in Fluent. What exactly this implies for the model is beyond the scope 
of this work; however it is clear that several coefficients in the SA-noft2 model must be refined 
for reliable and accurate results. 
 In addition to the sensitivity of the models when integral values were considered, the 
sensitivity of all three models to their respective closure coefficients was mapped across the plate 
for the quantities of pressure and skin friction coefficient. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of this 
analysis. Again, DAKOTA software was used to evaluate the Sobol indices of each closure 
coefficient at 260 nodes along the plate and graph them as shown in Figures 7 and 8. 
 
Figure 7(a): Sobol indices of SA-Standard model closure coefficients with Cp as the coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 7(b): Sobol indices of SA-Standard model closure coefficients with Cf as the coefficient of interest. 
 
 
Figure 7(c): Sobol indices of SA-noft2 model closure coefficients with Cp as the coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 7(d): Sobol indices of SA-noft2 model closure coefficients with Cf as the coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 8(a): Sobol indices of SST k-ω model closure coefficients with Cp  as the coefficient of interest. 
  
Figure 8(b): Sobol indices of SST k-ω model closure coefficients with Cf as the coefficient of interest. 
 
  It can be seen from figures 7 and 8 that, for the most part, the sensitivity of each model to 
its respective closure coefficients (when node-mapped values are considered) corresponds with its 
sensitivity when integral values were considered. A particular result of interest is that in the SA-
noft2 model, the sensitivity of the top three closure coefficients (σ, Cv1 and Cw2) changes as the 
boundary layer develops to its full thickness. Much of the noise at the edges of the graphs in 
Figures 7 and 8 is present due to boundary conditions, however the SA-noft2 models’ increasing 
sensitivity to σ as flow moves across the plate reveals some added complexity in the model’s 
implementation. More investigation into the algorithm employed in Fluent is required to determine 
the cause of this behavior. 
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3.2 Sobol Indices for a Backward-Facing Step 
 
UQ analysis was conducted for flow over a backward-facing step, using the SA and SST 
k-ω models in Fluent and the WA model in OpenFOAM. Tables 11 and 12 show the sensitivity 
analysis results obtained for the SA-noft2 and SST k-ω models in Fluent for the lift and drag 
coefficients.  It can be seen that the SA-noft2 model shows the highest sensitivity to the Prandtl 
Number followed by Cv1 and Cw2. This result increases the confidence that these coefficients 
should considered in coefficient refinement studies of the SA-noft2 model to improve the accuracy 
of turbulent flow computations with the SA-noft2 model.  
Table 11: Sobol Indices of Closure Coefficients for SA-noft2 model from ANSYS Fluent. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝝈 0.7250 0.7261148   𝝈 0.6300 0.6289 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.0954 0.0954680   𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.2255 0.2252 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 0.0488 0.0489361   𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.0974 0.0973 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.0002 0.0001673   𝒄𝒗𝟏 0.0481 0.0481 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 0.1293 0.1303283   𝒄𝒃𝟐 0.0006 0.0006 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.00011 0.0001503   𝒄𝒘𝟑 0.00002 0.00002 
 
From table 12, it can be seen that the inner specific dissipation rate (SDR) Prandtl number, 
𝜎𝑤1, is again the most significant contributor to the uncertainty in both the lift and drag coefficients 
for SST k-ω model. In fact, for the drag coefficient, it is perhaps the most significant coefficient. 
This result aligns well with the flat plate case and gives high confidence that 𝜎𝑤1 should be the 
primary coefficient that should be considered for refinement of the SST k-ω model. In case of lift 
coefficient, it can be seen that the constants 𝛽𝑖2 and 𝜎𝑤2 (the outer SDR Prandtl number) contribute 
significantly to the uncertainty. 
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Table 12: Sobol Indices of Closure Coefficients for SST k-ω model from ANSYS Fluent. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝝈𝒘𝟏 0.5837 0.5473742   𝝈𝒘𝟏 0.8553 0.85700016 
𝜷𝒊𝟐 0.1780 0.1669155   𝒂𝟏 0.0532 0.083217514 
𝝈𝒘𝟐 0.1764 0.1654284   𝜷
∗
𝒊𝒏𝒇 0.0063 0.036168125 
𝒂𝟏 0.0736 0.06899404   𝜷𝒊𝟐 0.0274 0.030015644 
𝜷∗𝒊𝒏𝒇 0.0341 0.03193469   𝝈𝒘𝟐 0.0187 0.02193128 
𝝈𝒌𝟏 0.0076 0.007136397   𝜷𝒊𝟏 0.0028 0.004773032 
𝝈𝒌𝟐 0.0069 0.006427927   𝝈𝒌𝟐 0.001 0.002941163 
𝜷𝒊𝟏 0.0062 0.005788803   𝝈𝒌𝟏 0.0003 0.00223765 
 
From the UQ analysis of the WA model for flow over a backward-facing step shown in 
Table 13, it is evident that 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 contributes most to the uncertainty in both the lift and drag 
coefficients. Also, the four closure coefficients that contribute most to the uncertainty in both the 
lift and drag coefficients are 𝑐1𝑘𝑤, 𝜎𝑘𝑤, 𝑐1𝑘𝑒, and 𝜅. It can be notes from the UQ analysis of both 
the flow past a flat plate and the flow over a backward-facing step that in both the cases 𝜎𝑘𝑤 is a 
significant contributor to the uncertainty in the WA model. Again, the sensitivity of the SA and 
SST k-ω models to their respective closure coefficients was mapped across the plate to assess the 
sensitivity of each model to each of their closure coefficient on the pressure and skin friction 
coefficient. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of this analysis for flow over a backward-facing step.  
The plots presented are “zoomed-in” views of the location on the bottom plate of the step near the 
separation and reattachment point. 
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Table 13: Sobol Indices of Closure Coefficients for flow over a backwards-facing step using the WA model. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒘 5.9867E-01 5.9647E-01   𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒘 4.5563E-01 4.5449E-01 
𝝈𝒌𝒘 2.4793E-01 2.4702E-01   𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒆 2.5638E-01 2.5574E-01 
𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒆 7.8209E-02 7.7922E-02   𝝈𝒌𝒘 2.1833E-01 2.1778E-01 
𝜿 7.3297E-02 7.3028E-02   𝜿 5.0222E-02 5.0096E-02 
𝝈𝒌𝒆 4.5527E-03 4.5360E-03   𝝈𝒌𝒆 2.1856E-02 2.1802E-02 
𝒄𝝁 5.2398E-04 5.2205E-04   𝒄𝝁 5.0018E-05 4.9892E-05 
𝜜+ 5.0709E-04 5.0522E-04   𝜜+ 4.4977E-05 4.4864E-05 
 
  Figure 9(a) presents the Sobol indices for various closure coefficients in the SA-noft2model for 
the pressure coefficient Cp and Fig. 9(b) presents the Sobol indices of various closure coefficients 
of the SA-noft2 model for the skin friction coefficient Cf. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the Sobol 
indices for various closure coefficients in the SST k-ω model for the skin friction and pressure 
coefficient. Note that node 0 denotes the step location and reattachment occurs near node 6.  
 
            Figure 9(a): Sobol indices of SA-noft2 model’s closure coefficients with Cp as a flow quality of interest. 
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Figure 9(b): Sobol indices of SA-noft2 model’s closure coefficients with Cf as a flow quality of interest. 
 
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show that, once separation occurs, the Sobol indices of the SA-noft2 
model exhibits very complex behavior. It can be seen that in the separated flow region, σ and Cb1 
contribute to a large degree to the model’s uncertainty in the computation of the pressure 
coefficient. Once reattachment occurs, the SA-noft2 model begins to adopt its expected near-wall 
behavior with the Sobol index of Prandtl number σ quickly rising back to its original value near 
the top of the graph. This result suggests that a general optimization of the SA-noft2 model will 
be difficult and complex and may involve trade-off between the quantities of interest Cp and Cf. 
The skin friction graph in Figure 9(b) shows high dependence on Cw2 in the separated flow region 
suggesting that this coefficient, along with σ, may be most important to be modified for better 
prediction of separation bubble. It can also be seen from the Sobol indices graph in Fig. 10(a) that 
once the separation occurs, the Sobol indices exhibit very complex behavior. In the separated flow 
region the coefficients 𝛽𝑖2 and 𝜎𝑤2 contribute to a large degree in the model’s uncertainty 
suggesting that these coefficients are most important to be modified for accurately predicting the 
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separation bubble size. Once reattachment occurs, the SST k-ω model begins to adopt its expected 
standard near-wall behavior with the Sobol index of 𝜎𝑤1 quickly rising back to its original value 
near the top of the graph 
 
Figure 10(a): Sobol indices of SST k-ω model’s closure coefficients with Cf as coefficient of interest. 
This result suggests that a general optimization of the SST k-ω model will be complex and involve 
trade-offs between quantities of interest.  
 
Figure 10(b): Sobol indices of SST k-ω model’s closure coefficients with Cp as coefficient of interest. 
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The Sobol indices graph with the pressure coefficient as a quantity of interest in Fig. 10(b) 
shows similar behavior, but with a higher involvement of coefficient a1 in a small region after 
reattachment. It can be concluded that unless a set of turbulence models’ closure coefficients which 
can accurately predict both the flat plate and backward-facing step experiments’ results can be 
found, the optimization of a model’s coefficient may require consideration on a case-by-case basis 
which is not desired. The alternative is to come up with an acceptable compromise for predicted 
results.  
3.3 Sobol Indices for a Transonic Axisymmetric Bump 
For the transonic axisymmetric bump, uncertainty quantification was conducted on a Linux 
machine using OpenFOAM and DAKOTA. The SA-Standard, SST k-ω, and WA models were 
assessed for this case. Table 14 shows the sensitivity analysis obtained from OpenFOAM for the 
lift and drag coefficients for the SA Model. For the lift coefficient, the SA Model once again shows 
a high degree of sensitivity to both 𝜎𝜈 and 𝑐𝑤2, while for the drag coefficient, the closure 
coefficient 𝜅 contributes the most to the uncertainty.  
Table 14: Sobol Indices for the lift and drag coefficients for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump for the 
SA model. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝝈𝝂 6.5542E-01 6.5121E-01   𝜿 8.6791E-01 8.6646E-01 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 2.0545E-01 2.0413E-01   𝒄𝒗𝟏 5.6226E-02 5.6132E-02 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 6.0885E-02 6.0494E-02   𝝈𝝂 4.4472E-02 4.4398E-02 
𝜿 4.2579E-02 4.2306E-02   𝒄𝒘𝟐 2.6300E-02 2.6256E-02 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 4.1414E-02 4.1148E-02   𝒄𝒃𝟏 6.2021E-03 6.1917E-03 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 3.3599E-04 3.3383E-04   𝒄𝒃𝟐 2.5877E-04 2.5833E-04 
𝒄𝒕𝟑 1.6215E-04 1.6111E-04   𝒄𝒘𝟑 1.2978E-04 1.2956E-04 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 1.5659E-04 1.5558E-04   𝒄𝒕𝟑 9.5074E-05 9.4915E-05 
𝒄𝒕𝟒 6.4596E-05 6.4181E-05   𝒄𝒕𝟒 8.1286E-05 8.1150E-05 
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In Table 15 the sensitivity analysis for the separation and reattachment points for the SA 
model is shown. For the reattachment point, 𝜎𝜈 contributes most to the uncertainty in the SA model, 
with a scaled sensitivity of about 0.615 meaning that about 61.5% of the uncertainty in the 
reattachment point location is due to 𝜎𝜈. Following 𝜎𝜈, both the coefficients 𝑐𝑤2 and 𝜅 contribute 
almost the same amount to the uncertainty in the SA model with respect to the reattachment point, 
0.141 and 0.113, respectively. For the separation point, 𝜅 contributes the most to the uncertainty 
in the SA model with a scaled sensitivity of about 0.378, followed by 𝜎𝜈 with a scaled sensitivity 
of 0.321 and 𝑐𝑤2 with a scaled sensitivity of 0.254 
Table 15: Sobol Indices for the reattachment point and separation point for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump for the SA model. 
Reattachment Point   Separation Point 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝝈𝝂 6.1718E-01 6.1484E-01   𝜿 3.8106E-01 3.7771E-01 
𝒄𝒘𝟐 1.4109E-01 1.4055E-01   𝝈𝝂 3.2432E-01 3.2148E-01 
𝜿 1.1347E-01 1.1304E-01   𝒄𝒘𝟐 2.5651E-01 2.5425E-01 
𝒄𝒘𝟑 7.2993E-02 7.2717E-02   𝒄𝒃𝟏 2.8888E-02 2.8635E-02 
𝒄𝒃𝟏 5.4808E-02 5.4601E-02   𝒄𝒘𝟑 1.5269E-02 1.5135E-02 
𝒄𝒗𝟏 2.8612E-03 2.8504E-03   𝒄𝒕𝟑 9.9348E-04 9.8476E-04 
𝒄𝒕𝟑 8.1630E-04 8.1320E-04   𝒄𝒃𝟐 8.0789E-04 8.0080E-04 
𝒄𝒃𝟐 3.0716E-04 3.0599E-04   𝒄𝒗𝟏 7.3153E-04 7.2511E-04 
𝒄𝒕𝟒 2.8685E-04 2.8576E-04   𝒄𝒕𝟒 2.8139E-04 2.7892E-04 
 
Based on the above results, it is clear that any attempt to reduce the uncertainty in the SA-
Standard Model will require a more in-depth focus on the closure coefficients 𝜎𝜈, 𝑐𝑤2 and 𝜅, which 
consistently rank as some of the highest contributors to the uncertainty in the model. By focusing 
on these three closure coefficients and modifying them, the uncertainty in the SA Model can 
possibly be reduced and the accuracy of the flow computations using the SA model can be 
increased. 
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Table 16 provides the sensitivity analysis for the lift and drag coefficients for the WA 
Model. For both the lift and drag coefficients, the closure coefficient 𝛢+ contributes significantly 
to the uncertainty in the model, although other coefficients also are significant contributers. For 
example, for the lift coefficient 𝛢+ contributes the most to the uncertainty with a scaled sensitivity 
of about 0.294, and is followed by the coefficients 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 and 𝜎𝑘𝑤 with scaled sensitivities of 0.259 
and 0.205, respectively. Likewise, for the drag coefficient, 𝛢+ again contributes the most to the 
uncertainty with a scaled sensitivity of 0.343, followed by the coefficients 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 and 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 with 
scaled sensitivities of 0.286 and 0.161, respectively.  
Table 16: Sobol Indices for the lift and drag coefficients for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump for the 
WA model. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒆 8.0890E-01 7.8740E-01   𝜜+ 6.1120E-01 5.9990E-01 
𝝈𝒌𝒆 9.4014E-02 9.1515E-02   𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒘 1.3501E-01 1.3251E-01 
𝜜+ 8.7140E-02 8.4823E-02   𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒆 1.3294E-01 1.3048E-01 
𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒘 2.7250E-02 2.6526E-02   𝝈𝒌𝒘 6.5491E-02 6.4281E-02 
𝝈𝒌𝒘 9.1072E-03 8.8650E-03   𝜿 6.1917E-02 6.0772E-02 
𝜿 8.9780E-04 8.7393E-04   𝝈𝒌𝒆 1.2275E-02 1.2048E-02 
 
The sensitivities of the coefficient of WA model for the separation and reattachment points 
were also analyzed and are shown below in Table 17. Although the coefficient 𝛢+ contributed 
significantly to the uncertainty in both the lift and drag coefficients, its contribution to the 
uncertainty in the location of separation and reattachment point are almost negligible. Instead, for 
the reattachment point the largest contributor to the uncertainty is the closure coefficient 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 with 
a scaled sensitivity of 0.739, followed by 𝜎𝑘𝑒 with a scaled sensitivity of 0.134 and 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 with a 
scaled sensitivity of 0.103. For the separation point 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 contributes significantly with a scaled 
sensitivity of 0.258, however 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 contributes the most with a scaled sensitivity of 0.504.  
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Both 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 and 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 contribute modestly to the uncertainty, however it is clear that 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 should be 
focused on in order to reduce the uncertainty in the location of the reattachment point as well as in 
the location of the separation point.  
Table 17: Sobol Indices for the reattachment point and separation point locations for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump for the WA model. 
Reattachment Point   Separation Point 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒆 9.0562E-01 8.7068E-01   𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒆 5.1915E-01 4.7199E-01 
𝝈𝒌𝒆 1.0892E-01 1.0472E-01   𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒘 3.2346E-01 2.9408E-01 
𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒘 9.7513E-03 9.3751E-03   𝝈𝒌𝒘 1.2280E-01 1.1165E-01 
𝜜+ 7.0218E-03 6.7509E-03   𝝈𝒌𝒆 8.6765E-02 7.8882E-02 
𝝈𝒌𝒘 6.4467E-03 6.1980E-03   𝜜+ 3.2734E-02 2.9760E-02 
𝜿 2.3750E-03 2.2834E-03   𝜿 1.5011E-02 1.3648E-02 
 
Based on the above results for the WA model for flow past the transonic axisymmetric 
bump case, it is evident that the closure coefficients that must be focused on for reduction of 
uncertainty are 𝛢+, 𝑐1𝑘𝑒, and 𝑐1𝑘𝑤, with the last two contributing consistently towards the 
uncertainty in the model for computing the lift and drag coefficient and the reattachment and 
separation point. However, if the results of the modified WA model for the backward-facing step 
are taken into account, 𝛢+ is no longer a significant contributor, but the other two coefficients 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 
and 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 are. Therefore, for reduction of total uncertainty in the WA model, the closure 
coefficients 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 and 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 should be modified to test their impact on the predictions for a number 
of benchmark flows. 
Table 18 shows the sensitivity analysis for the lift and drag coefficients for the SST k-ω 
Model for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump. For both the lift and drag coefficients, the 
closure coefficient 𝛽𝑖2 contributes the most to the uncertainty in the model, although the 
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contributions to uncertainty are spread over several coefficients. For the lift coefficient for 
example, 𝛽𝑖2 contributes the most to the uncertainty with a scaled sensitivity of about 0.171, 
followed by the coefficients 𝜎𝑘1 and 𝜎𝑘2 with scaled sensitivities of 0.141 and 0.130, respectively. 
Likewise, for the drag coefficient, 𝛽𝑖2 again contributes the most to the uncertainty with a scaled 
sensitivity of 0.155 followed by the closure coefficients 𝛽∗
𝑖𝑛𝑓
 and 𝜎𝑘1 with scaled sensitivities of 
0.152 and 0.147, respectively.  
Table 18: Sobol Indices for the lift and drag coefficients for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump for the 
SST k-ω Model. 
cl   cd 
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
𝜷𝒊𝟐 2.5398E-01 1.7070E-01   𝜷𝒊𝟐 2.3039E-01 1.5548E-01 
𝝈𝒌𝟏 2.1079E-01 1.4168E-01   𝜷
∗
𝒊𝒏𝒇
 2.2488E-01 1.5176E-01 
𝝈𝒌𝟐 1.9356E-01 1.3009E-01   𝝈𝒌𝟏 2.1790E-01 1.4705E-01 
𝜷∗
𝒊𝒏𝒇
 1.8884E-01 1.2693E-01   𝝈𝒌𝟐 1.8948E-01 1.2787E-01 
𝜿 1.7143E-01 1.1522E-01   𝝈𝒘𝟏 1.8173E-01 1.2264E-01 
𝝈𝒘𝟏 1.6532E-01 1.1112E-01   𝜿 1.6003E-01 1.0800E-01 
𝒂𝟏 1.3466E-01 9.0510E-02   𝒂𝟏 1.1949E-01 8.0639E-02 
𝜷𝒊𝟏 1.1696E-01 7.8608E-02   𝜷𝒊𝟏 1.0886E-01 7.3462E-02 
𝝈𝒘𝟐 5.2282E-02 3.5140E-02   𝝈𝒘𝟐 4.9037E-02 3.3093E-02 
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UQ analysis was also run using DAKOTA for the locations of the separation and 
reattachment points. However, due to negligible variance, Sobol indices for the separation point 
are not available, computing only the Sobol indices for the reattachment point. As shown in 
Table 19, the closure coefficient 𝜎𝑤1 contributes the most to the uncertainty in the SST k-ω 
model with respect to the reattachment point with a scaled sensitivity of 0.218. The fact that 𝜎𝑤1 
is a leading contributor to the uncertainty in the model is consistent with earlier results, but once 
again it should be noted that the contribution to the uncertainty in the model is spread out over 
most of the closure coefficients. Following 𝜎𝑤1, the uncertainty due to next six closure 
coefficients ranges from 0.098 to 0.128.  
 
Table 19: Sobol Indices for the reattachment point for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump for the SST 
k-ω Model. 
Reattachment Point   
Closure 
Coefficient 
Total 
Sensitivity 
Scaled 
Sensitivity 
  
𝝈𝒘𝟏 3.8522E-01 2.1793E-01   
𝝈𝒘𝟐 2.2640E-01 1.2808E-01   
𝝈𝒌𝟐 2.2338E-01 1.2638E-01   
𝜷𝒊𝟐 2.0836E-01 1.1788E-01   
𝝈𝒌𝟏 1.9898E-01 1.1257E-01   
𝜿 1.7405E-01 9.8468E-02   
𝜷𝒊𝟏 1.7294E-01 9.7840E-02   
𝒂𝟏 1.0257E-01 5.8026E-02   
𝜷∗
𝒊𝒏𝒇
 7.5700E-02 4.2826E-02   
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Based on the above results, which do not agree with previous studies[4] and show the 
contributions of many coefficients in the SST k-ω model to the uncertainty in the model, it is 
clear that further work is needed for the uncertainty quantification analysis of the SST k-ω 
Model for the transonic axisymmetric bump. A probable cause for the seemingly incorrect results 
for this model may be the incorrect numerical schemes being used in OpenFOAM, since this 
case required the solver PisoCentralFoam, while rhoSimpleFoam was used for the SA and WA 
Models. This issue needs to be investigated first before analyzing the UQ for SST k-ω model for 
a given problem of interest. 
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Chapter 4 
4. Results of Global Uncertainty Quantification for Flow   
    Past a Transonic Axisymmetric Bump 
 
4.1 Global Uncertainty in Reynolds Shear Stress  
Using the SA Model 
 
Instead of plotting the Sobol Indices for various coefficients in a turbulence model for a 
specific quantity of interest, e.g. the lift or drag coefficient or pressure or skin-friction coefficient 
along the surface, it is possible to perform a global uncertainty quantification (UQ) analysis for 
the entire flow field. The global UQ has been performed by Wray[3] for flow past the NASA wall-
mounted hump[5]. The global uncertainty quantification analyzes the uncertainty of every node in 
the flow field for a certain flow quality, e.g. the shear stress, pressure or velocity etc. Wray 
analyzed the Reynolds shear stress in the computed flow field of NASA’s wall-mounted hump 
since the Reynolds Shear Stress is a quality that the RANS turbulence models attempt to 
approximate, and in most cases it is proportional to the eddy viscosity. Therefore, by examining 
the Reynolds shear stress, the accuracy of a turbulence model in the entire flow field can be 
analyzed. Here, we consider the global UQ of Reynolds shear stress for transonic flow past a bump 
described in section 3.3. As shown in Figures 11(a)-11(i), the global uncertainty quantification 
was run for each closure coefficient of the SA model to evaluate its effect on the Reynolds shear 
stress in the entire flow field.  
As shown in Figure 11(a), 𝜎𝜈 contributes significantly to the uncertainty in the Reynolds 
shear stress near the shock wave and in the separated region of the flow behind the shock. The 
other coefficient that also contributes significantly to the uncertainty in the Reynolds shear stress 
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globally in the flow is 𝑐𝑣1 as shown in Figure 11(f). However, it contributes to uncertainty in the 
majority of the flow field except near the wall and near the shock. 
 
Figure 11(a): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝝈𝝂 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 11(b): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝒄𝒘𝟐  as the closure coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 11(c): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝜿 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 11(d): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝒄𝒘𝟑 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 11(e): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝒄𝒃𝟏 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 11(f): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝒄𝒗𝟏 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 11(g): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝒄𝒕𝟑 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 11(h): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic 
axisymmetric bump with 𝒄𝒃𝟐 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 11(i): Global UQ for the Reynolds shear stress for the SA model for flow past a transonic bump with  
𝒄𝒕𝟒 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
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In addition to the closure coefficient 𝜎𝜈, the closure coefficient 𝜅 also contributes 
significantly to the uncertainty in the location of the separation point. As can be seen in Figure 
11(c), 𝜅 contributes significantly along the boundary layer on the bump, affecting both the 
separation and reattachment points.  
The closure coefficient 𝑐𝑤2 contributes to uncertainty in the lift and drag coefficient, as 
well as in the location of separation and reattachment points, as can be seen in Figure 11(b).  
 
4.2 Global Uncertainty in Reynolds Shear Stress  
Using the WA Model 
Similarly to the global UQ using the SA Model described in section 4.1, global uncertainty 
quantification analysis was also conducted using the WA model for flow past the transonic 
axisymmetric bump. Again, the quality analyzed at each node in the flow was the Reynolds Shear 
Stress. As shown in Figures 12(a) to 12(f), the global uncertainty quantification was conducted for 
each closure coefficient of the WA model to assess their effect on the Reynolds shear stress in the 
flow field. It can be seen that the closure coefficient 𝛢+ contributes most significantly to the 
uncertainty in the Reynolds shear stress using the WA model in the majority of the flow field, but 
less significantly close to the wall and in the separated region of the flow. 
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Figure 12(a): Global UQ for the WA model for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump with 𝜜+ as the 
closure coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 12(b): Global UQ for the WA model for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump with  
𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒆 as the closure coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 12(c): Global UQ for the WA model for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump with 𝒄𝟏𝒌𝒘 as the 
closure coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 12(d): Global UQ for the WA model for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump with 𝜿 as the 
closure coefficient of interest. 
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Figure 12(e): Global UQ for the WA model for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump with 𝝈𝒌𝒆 as the 
closure coefficient of interest. 
 
Figure 12(f): Global UQ for the WA model for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump with 𝝈𝒌𝒘 as the 
closure coefficient of interest. 
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It can be seen from 12(b) that the closure coefficient 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 contributes significantly in the 
separated region of the flow, which was also found in the local UQ analysis in section 3.3 that 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 
contributed significantly to the locations of the separation and reattachment points. Also, 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 
appears to contribute to the uncertainty in the separated region of the flow as shown in Figure 12(c) 
confirming the earlier result given in section 3.3.  
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Chapter 5 
5. Conclusions 
 
In this thesis, an uncertainty quantification (UQ) methodology has been successfully 
implemented in OpenFOAM and ANSYS Fluent. UQ studies focusing on the closure coefficients 
of several eddy-viscosity turbulence models for several flows were performed. Three eddy 
viscosity turbulence models were considered: the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model [1], 
the two-equation Shear Stress Transport (SST) k-ω model [2], and the one-equation Wray-Agarwal 
(WA) model [3]. Sobol indices were computed using the Sandia Lab’s code DAKOTA and were 
used to rank the contributions of each coefficient of a turbulence model to uncertainty in a flow 
quantity of interest, e.g., pressure coefficient, skin-friction coefficient, loft or drag coefficient or 
location of separation and reattachment points. This study was intended to demonstrate the 
possibility of using the UQ technology in modifying the coefficients in a turbulence model to 
improve their prediction capability in CFD codes. 
For the simple case of a turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate, it was found that the SA 
model exhibited particular sensitivity to the coefficients Cw2, σ, κ, and Cv1. The SST k-ω model 
showed almost complete sensitivity to the coefficient 𝜎𝑤1 with all other coefficients contributing 
less than 5% to the total uncertainty. When tested in OpenFOAM, the WA model showed high 
sensitivity to the coefficient Cw when the drag coefficient was considered the flow quantity of 
interest, while the coefficients σkω, σkε, and Cb showed the sensitivity when the lift coefficient was 
considered the flow quantity of interest. 
In the case of flow over a backward-facing step, all three models exhibited much more complex 
behavior. Nevertheless, the overall sensitivity of the models’ coefficients on the solution was 
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similar to the case of the flat plate. The SA-noft2 model showed most sensitivity in σ and Cv1 when 
lift and drag coefficients were considered as the quantities of interest. When pressure and skin 
friction coefficients were considered as the quantities of interest the SA-noft2 model was found to 
be sensitive to the coefficient Cw2 in the separated flow region, while σ and Cv1 maintained their 
large influence outside this region. The SST k-ω model’s results for this case were also similar to 
those for the flat plate case, with 𝜎𝑤1 contributing to the largest uncertainty in both the lift and 
drag coefficients. When pressure and skin friction coefficient were considered as the quantities of 
interest, it was found that the SST k-ω model’s uncertainty was most affected by the uncertainty 
in a1 in a region surrounding the separation bubble. In case of WA model, 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 contributed the 
most to the uncertainty in the lift and drag coefficients, followed by 𝜎𝑘𝑤 and 𝑐1𝑘𝑒. 
Finally, for the case of transonic flow past an axisymmetric bump, the three models exhibited 
even more complex UQ behavior because of the presence of a shock wave and shock/boundary 
layer interaction. For the SA Model, once again 𝜎𝜈 was found to be a significant contributor to the 
uncertainty in both the lift and drag coefficients as well as in the location of separation and 
reattachment points. κ and 𝑐𝑤2 also contributed to the uncertainty in all these four quantities. For 
the lift and drag coefficients, 𝑐𝑣1 also contributed significantly to the uncertainty. These results 
were also confirmed by the application of the global uncertainty quantification analysis for the 
Reynolds shear stress in the entire flow field, which showed where in the flow field each closure 
coefficient of the SA model contributed significantly to the uncertainty. For the WA model, the 
closure coefficient Α+ contributed most significantly to the uncertainty in the computed lift and 
drag coefficients, however it did not contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the location of 
separation and reattachment points. The two closure coefficients 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 and 𝑐1𝑘𝑤 consistently 
contributed to the uncertainty in all the four quantities. For the SST k-ω Model, the results of the 
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uncertainty quantification did not agree consistently with the previous results and studies reported 
in the literature [4]. The present results showed the influence of many closure coefficients of SST 
k-ω model in contributing to uncertainty in lift and drag coefficients and locations of separation 
and reattachment points. Therefore, further investigation in the uncertainty quantification analysis 
of the SST k-ω Model is recommended for flow past a transonic axisymmetric bump. 
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Chapter 6 
6. Future Work 
 
 The main emphasis of future work in the broader field of UQ should be the refinement of 
turbulence models’ coefficients so as to improve the prediction to match more closely the 
experimental results. Since the closure coefficients of interests that influence the results most can 
be identified, the turbulence modelers can experiment with different values of the model 
coefficients in solving the RANS equations to obtain more accurate results. It will be very 
challenging to refine the so as to improve their prediction for a large class of problems, since at 
this stage of knowledge closure coefficients appear to be largely problem-dependent. However, it 
is possible that in the future more appropriate sets of closure coefficients for different turbulence 
models can be identified that are applicable in accurately predicting the wall bounded flows with 
small regions of separation. UQ should be performed for the following two cases recommended 
by NASA TMR [5], one is an incompressible flow with a small region of separation and the other 
is a compressible flow with shock/boundary later interaction. 
6.1 UQ for Flow Past 2D NASA Wall-Mounted Hump  
This case has a small region of separation downstream of the hump and has been very 
challenging for most of the turbulence models to predict accurately both the pressure distribution 
and skin friction on the hump. Both the local and global UQ for this case should be performed and 
later used to improve the turbulence models for predicting the flow field of this case.   
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6.2 UQ for Flow due to Axisymmetric Shock 
Wave/Boundary Layer Interaction at Mach 7 
 
UQ of the model coefficients of various turbulence models for an axisymmetric shock 
wave/boundary layer interaction on a flare at a flare angle of 20 degress at Mach number of 7.11 
is another problem that can be used to assess the sensitivity of various closure coefficients in 
predicting the flow quantities of interest, since it represents the supersonic/hypersonic flow regime. 
The geometry and the boundary conditions for the case are shown in Figure 13. Inclusion of this 
case in UQ analysis of the three turbulence models will provide the sensitivity of various closure 
coefficients in turbulence models in predicting the flow quantities of interest as the flow regime 
changes from incompressible to subsonic to transonic to supersonic/hypersonic. This information 
will also be very valuable in assessing the ability of various turbulence models in accurately 
predicting the highly compressible hypersonic flows.  
 
Figure 13: The geometry and boundary conditions of an axisymmetric shock wave boundary layer interaction 
case, a flare with flow M=7.11. 
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6.3 An Algorithm to Search for an Ideal Model  
Value of a Coefficient 
 
One of the aims of uncertainty quantification is that after the closure coefficients that 
contribute the most to uncertainty have been found, it may be useful to attempt to find a new value 
of these coefficients to produce a more accurate result. For the SA model, for example, the closure 
coefficient 𝜎𝜈 contributes most significantly to the uncertainty in many flow quantities of interest. 
In case of transonic flow over an axisymmetric bump 𝜎𝜈 contributes about 61.5% to the uncertainty 
in location of the reattachment point. By modifying the value of 𝜎𝜈 it may be possible to create a 
more accurate SA turbulence model for the computation of the reattachment point in transonic 
flow over a bump. The challenge here is that this change in 𝜎𝜈 should not alter the accuracy of 
other quantities of interest in the flow. 
One way to modify 𝜎𝜈 is to run cases by varying the values of  𝜎𝜈, keeping the other 
coefficients constant. By computing the reattachment point for each value of  𝜎𝜈, a general trend 
in variation of reattachment point with 𝜎𝜈 may be revealed. Following the determination of this 
trend, the bisection or binary search method can be developed to automatically find the ideal value 
of the coefficient 𝜎𝜈 for the location of the reattachment point.  
One word of caution in using this approach is that some closure coefficients in the 
turbulence models are linked together, since their unique combination is needed in accurately 
predicting the flow field of some bench mark problems. If only one coefficient is changed keeping 
the other coefficients the same it is possible that the new set of coefficients can no longer compute 
the entire flow field with the same accuracy as before the change. Therefore, if this method is 
applied, either this new closure coefficients combination should be examined carefully for 
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consistency or the resulting modified turbulence model should be useld only for the accurate 
calculation of the specific attribute for which it was modified. For example, if the closure 
coefficient 𝜎𝜈 is augmented in order to more accurately predict the location of the reattachment 
point, the resulting model must be used solely for cases where the accurate computation of the 
reattachment point is needed. However, this alone may not be an acceptable outcome, therefore 
the modified model must be extensively tested for general use.  
In case of the WA model, the reattachment point is almost entirely dependent on 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 with 
uncertainty of about 87%. By keeping the other coefficients constant and only changing 𝑐1𝑘𝑒, the 
reattachment point was computed for several values of 𝑐1𝑘𝑒. Appendix B.5 shows the Python code 
for an automatic binary search to find the ideal value of 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 for the accurate calculation of the 
reattachment point using the WA model. Figure 14 shows the variation on the location of the 
reattachment point with 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 for transonic flow over an axisymmetric bump. 
 
Figure 14: Variation in reattachment point with the closure coefficient C1ke of the WA model for transonic 
flow over an axisymmetric bump. 
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As can be seen from Figure 14, there is a relationship between 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 and the reattachment 
point that can be utilized using the bisection method in order to find the ideal value of the 
coefficient 𝑐1𝑘𝑒. The original value of 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 is 0.1127, which gives the computed value of the 
reattachment point as 1.12433, which is greater than the experimental value of 1.1. Employing the 
Figure 14, the ideal value of the coefficient 𝑐1𝑘𝑒 can be determined using the bisection method. 
Figure 15 shoes the variation in the location of the reattachment point with number of iterations 
run by the bisection method. 
 
Figure 15: A plot of the reattachment point with the number of iterations run by the bisection method. 
 
As the number of iterations increases, the bisection method converges to the ideal value of 
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should be tested by computing other test cases with different turbulence models by changing one 
of the coefficients in the turbulence model based on the UQ analysis 
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Appendix  
A Python Code for ANSYS Fluent UQ Analysis 
A.1 SAUDF for a Flat Plate 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Isaac Witte, Kimon Stephanopoulos and Tim Wray #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Spring 2016                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9. import os, sys   
10. import numpy   
11. import time   
12. import shutil   
13. from subprocess import Popen, PIPE   
14.    
15. topFolder = r'C:\Users\Kimon\Desktop\UQ_SAUDFPlate'   
16.    
17. coeffs = numpy.genfromtxt('UncertainCoeffsSA_UDF_ThirdOrder.csv', delimiter=",")   
18.    
19. shutil.copy(r'BaseFiles\SA_plateOrg.cas', 'RunTimeFiles')   
20. shutil.copy(r'BaseFiles\SA_plateOrg.dat', 'RunTimeFiles')   
21. os.chdir(r'RunTimeFiles')   
22.    
23. origCoeffs = [0.41, 0.667, 0.1355, 0.622, 0.3, 2.0, 7.1, 1.2, 0.5] #original model coef
ficients   
24.        
25. for simulation in range(1,len(coeffs)+1):   
26.    
27.     #Create the new journal   
28.     newJournal = open(topFolder + "\RunTimeFiles\jouv16_SAUDF_plateRun" + str(simulatio
n) +".jou", 'w')   
29.     orgJournal = open(topFolder + "\BaseFiles\jouv16_SAUDF_plateOrg.jou", 'r')   
30.     for line in orgJournal:   
31.         if line.startswith('(cx-gui-do cx-set-text-entry "Select File*Text" "c'):   
32.             if "cp_run" in line:   
33.                 newJournal.write(line.replace("cp_run0.xy", "cp_run" + str(simulation) 
+ ".xy"))   
34.             if "cf_run" in line:   
35.                 newJournal.write(line.replace("cf_run0.xy", "cf_run" + str(simulation) 
+ ".xy"))   
36.             if "cd_run" in line:   
37.                 newJournal.write(line.replace("cd_run0.txt", "cd_run" + str(simulation)
 + ".txt"))   
38.             if "cl_run" in line:   
39.                 newJournal.write(line.replace("cl_run0.txt", "cl_run" + str(simulation)
 + ".txt"))   
40.         elif line.startswith('(cx-gui-do cx-add-list-items'):   
41.             if "SAStandard_Org.c" in line:   
42.                 newJournal.write(line.replace("SAStandard_Org.c", "SAStandard_Run" + st
r(simulation) + ".c"))   
43.         else:   
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44.             newJournal.write(line)   
45.     orgJournal.close()   
46.     newJournal.close()     
47.    
48.     #Create the new UDF source file   
49.     orgSourceFile = open(topFolder + "\BaseFiles\SAStandard_Org.c",'r')   
50.     newSourceFile = open(topFolder + "\RunTimeFiles\SAStandard_Run" + str(simulation) +
 ".c",'w')   
51.     for line in orgSourceFile:   
52.         newline = line   
53.         if line.startswith('#define'):   
54.             for column in origCoeffs:   
55.                 if str(column) in line:   
56.                     newline = line.replace(str(column),str(coeffs[simulation-
1][origCoeffs.index(column)]))   
57.             newSourceFile.write(newline)       
58.         else:   
59.             newSourceFile.write(newline)   
60.     orgSourceFile.close()   
61.     newSourceFile.close()   
62.        
63.     #Create the new batch file   
64.     orgBatchFile = open(topFolder + r'\BaseFiles\runv16_SAUDF_plateOrg.bat','r')   
65.     newBatchFile = open(topFolder + r'\RunTimeFiles\runv16_SAUDF_plateRun' + str(simula
tion) +".bat",'w')   
66.     for line in orgBatchFile:   
67.         newBatchFile.write(line.replace("\BaseFiles\jouv16_SAUDF_plateOrg.jou", "\RunTi
meFiles\jouv16_SAUDF_plateRun" + str(simulation)))   
68.     orgBatchFile.close()   
69.     newBatchFile.close()   
70.        
71.     #Run the simulation   
72.     print("Starting Simulation" + str(simulation) + "! Kimon and Ike are the best at ae
roDYnamics")   
73.     os.startfile(topFolder + r'\RunTimeFiles\runv16_SAUDF_plateRun' + str(simulation) +
".bat")   
74.     time.sleep(60)   
75.     SimTime = 1   
76.     while "cx1610.exe" in os.popen("tasklist").read():   
77.         time.sleep(60)   
78.         SimTime += 1   
79.     print('Run {0} finished in {1} minutes'.format(str(simulation),str(SimTime)))   
80.     shutil.rmtree(topFolder + "\RunTimeFiles\SAStandard")   
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A.2 Cd Analysis 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Isaac Witte, Kimon Stephanopoulos and Tim Wray #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Spring 2016                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9.    
10. import os, sys, re   
11. import math   
12. import numpy   
13. import time   
14. import shutil   
15. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
16. from subprocess import Popen, PIPE,call   
17.    
18. # ----------------------------   
19. # Parse closure varaible data   
20. # ----------------------------   
21.    
22. varName = ['beta*_inf','a1','beta_i1','beta_i2','sigma_k1','sigma_k2','sigma_w1','sigma
_w2']; #SST   
23. varTag = ['RealEntry87','RealEntry99','RealEntry100','RealEntry101','RealEntry119','Rea
lEntry120','RealEntry121','RealEntry122']; #SST   
24. #varName = ['SIG_NU','Kappa','C_V1','C_B1','C_B2','C_T3','C_T4','C_W2','C_W3']; #SAStan
dard   
25. #varName = ['Prandtl Number','Cv1','Cb1','Cb2','Cw2','Cw3']; #SA FLUENT   
26.    
27. dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate.in','r') #SST   
28. #dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SAPlate.in','r') #SAStandard   
29. #dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SAFLUENTPlate.in','r') #SA FLUENT   
30.    
31. for line in dakotaInputFile:   
32.     words = line.replace('\'','').split();   
33.     if len(line.split()) > 1:   
34.         if words[0] == 'expansion_order':   
35.             p = int(words[1])   
36.         elif words[0] == 'collocation_ratio':   
37.             np = int(words[1])   
38.         elif words[0] == 'uniform_uncertain':   
39.             numVar = int(words[2])   
40.    
41. print varName;   
42. print numVar;   
43.    
44. numFuncEvals = int(np*math.factorial(numVar+p)/(math.factorial(numVar)*math.factorial(p
)))   
45. print numFuncEvals   
46.    
47. variableDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,numVar))   
48. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
49.        
50.     variableDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\params.in','
r')   
51.     #print variableDataFile   
52.        
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53.     for line in variableDataFile:   
54.         for i in range(0,numVar):   
55.             if varTag[i] in line.split():   
56.                 print varTag[i]   
57.             # Join lines must be included for SA FLUENT analysis   
58.             #if split[3]=="=":   
59.             #    split[1:3] = [' '.join(split[1:3])];   
60.                 variableDataTable[funcEval-1,i]=line.split()[3]   
61.         #m = aprepro_regex.match(line)   
62.         #if m:   
63.             #if m.group(1) in varName:   
64.                 #variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=m.group(2)   
65.                 #varNum += 1   
66. variableDataFile.close()   
67.    
68. # ----------------------------   
69. # Parse Cp data   
70. # ----------------------------   
71.    
72. clDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,1))   
73. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
74.     clDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\cd.txt','r')   
75.     for line in clDataFile:   
76.         if line.startswith('plate') and len(line.split()) == 7:   
77.             vals = line.split()   
78.             # print str(vals[6])   
79.             clDataTable[funcEval-1] = (vals[6])   
80.     #clDataTable[funcEval-1] = numpy.copy(sorted(clDataTable[funcEval-
1], key=lambda x:x[0]))   
81. clDataFile.close()   
82.    
83. # ----------------------------   
84. # Construct build points input   
85. # ----------------------------   
86.    
87. #plt.plot(cpDataTable[0,:,0],cpDataTable[0,:,1])   
88. #plt.show()   
89. #time.sleep(500)   
90.    
91. buildPointsFile_raw = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cd_build_points_weird1.dat','w')   
92.    
93. header = '%eval_id\tinterface\t'   
94. for x in range(0,numVar):   
95.     header += varName[x]+'\t'   
96. buildPointsFile_raw.write(header+'response_fn_1\n')   
97.    
98. for x in range(0,numFuncEvals):   
99.     line = str(x+1)+'\tNO_INT\t'   
100.     for y in range(0, int(numVar)):   
101.         line+=str(variableDataTable[x,y])+'\t'   
102.     line+=str(clDataTable[x])+'\t'   
103.     buildPointsFile_raw.write(line+'\n')   
104.        
105. buildPointsFile_raw.close()   
106.        
107. buildPointsFile_raw = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cd_build_points_weird1.dat','r')   
108. buildPointsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cd_build_points_weird2.dat','w')   
109.        
110. for line in buildPointsFile_raw:   
111.     buildPointsFile.write(line.replace('[',''))   
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112.        
113. buildPointsFile.close()   
114. buildPointsFile_raw.close()   
115.    
116. buildPointsFile_raw = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cd_build_points_weird2.dat','r')   
117. buildPointsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cd_build_points.dat','w')   
118.        
119. for line in buildPointsFile_raw:   
120.     buildPointsFile.write(line.replace(']',''))   
121.    
122. buildPointsFile.close()   
123. buildPointsFile_raw.close()   
124.        
125. call(["dakota", "-i", "Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate_Cd.in", "-
o","Decomp_Results_Cd.txt"])   
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A.3 Cf UQ Graph 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Isaac Witte, Kimon Stephanopoulos and Tim Wray #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Spring 2016                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9.    
10. import os, sys, re   
11. import math   
12. import numpy   
13. import time   
14. import shutil   
15. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
16. from subprocess import Popen, PIPE,call   
17.    
18. print(os.getcwd())   
19.    
20. #Base UQ DAKOTA file   
21. dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate.in','r')   
22.    
23. #Assumed location of cf data   
24. #'cwd\workdir.#\cf.txt'   
25.    
26. # ----------------------------   
27. # Parse DAKOTA parameters file   
28. # ----------------------------   
29.    
30. varName = ['beta*_inf','a1','beta_i1','beta_i2','sigma_k1','sigma_k2','sigma_w1','sigma
_w2'] #SST   
31. varTag = ['RealEntry87','RealEntry99','RealEntry100','RealEntry101','RealEntry119','Rea
lEntry120','RealEntry121','RealEntry122']; #SST   
32. #varName = ['Prandtl Number','Cv1','Cb1','Cb2','Cw2','Cw3']; #SA FLUENT   
33.    
34. for line in dakotaInputFile:   
35.     words = line.replace('\'','').split()   
36.     if len(line.split()) > 1:   
37.         if words[0] == 'expansion_order':   
38.             p = int(words[1])   
39.         elif words[0] == 'collocation_ratio':   
40.             np = int(words[1])   
41.         elif words[0] == 'uniform_uncertain':   
42.             numVar = int(words[2])   
43.         #elif words[0] == 'descriptors':   
44.         #    varTag = []   
45.         #    words[2:4] = [''.join(words[2:4])];   
46.         #    for i in range(0, int(numVar)):   
47.         #        varTag.append(words[i+2])   
48.    
49. print varTag;   
50. print numVar;   
51.    
52. dakotaInputFile.close()   
53. numFuncEvals = int(np*math.factorial(numVar+p)/(math.factorial(numVar)*math.factorial(p
)))   
54.    
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55. print numFuncEvals   
56. # ----------------------------   
57. # Parse closure varaible data   
58. # ----------------------------   
59.    
60. variableDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,numVar))   
61. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
62.        
63.     varNum = 0   
64.     variableDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\params.in','
r')   
65.     #print variableDataFile   
66.        
67.     for line in variableDataFile:   
68.         #print line   
69.         if not "_" in line:   
70.             split = line.split();   
71.             #print "I FOUND IT"   
72.             #print split   
73.             if split[3]=="=":   
74.                 split[1:3] = [' '.join(split[1:3])];   
75.             variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=split[3]   
76.             varNum += 1   
77.         #m = aprepro_regex.match(line)   
78.         #if m:   
79.             #if m.group(1) in varName:   
80.                 #variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=m.group(2)   
81.                 #varNum += 1   
82. variableDataFile.close()   
83.    
84. # ----------------------------   
85. # Parse Cf data   
86. # ----------------------------   
87.    
88. def is_number(s):   
89.     try:   
90.         float(s)   
91.         return True   
92.     except ValueError:   
93.         return False   
94.    
95. cfDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.1\cf.xy','r')   
96. numNodes=0   
97. for line in cfDataFile:   
98.     if len(line.split()) == 2 and is_number(line.split()[0]):   
99.         numNodes+=1   
100. cfDataFile.close()   
101.    
102. cfDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,numNodes,2))   
103. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
104.     nodeNum = 0   
105.     cfDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\cf.xy','r')
   
106.     for line in cfDataFile:   
107.         if len(line.split()) == 2 and is_number(line.split()[0]):   
108.             cfDataTable[funcEval-1,nodeNum,0] = line.split()[0]   
109.             cfDataTable[funcEval-1,nodeNum,1] = line.split()[1]   
110.             nodeNum += 1   
111.     cfDataTable[funcEval-1] = numpy.copy(sorted(cfDataTable[funcEval-
1], key=lambda x:x[0]))   
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112. cfDataFile.close()   
113.    
114. #print(cfDataTable)   
115.    
116. # ----------------------------   
117. # Construct build points input   
118. # ----------------------------   
119.    
120. #plt.plot(cfDataTable[0,:,0],cfDataTable[0,:,1])   
121. #plt.show()   
122. #time.sleep(500)   
123.    
124. sobols = numpy.zeros((numNodes,numVar))   
125.    
126. for node in range(0,numNodes):   
127.     buildPointsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cf_build_points.dat','w')   
128.    
129.     header = '%eval_id\tinterface\t'   
130.     for x in range(0,numVar):   
131.         header += varName[x]+'\t'   
132.     buildPointsFile.write(header+'response_fn_1\n')   
133.    
134.     for x in range(0,numFuncEvals):   
135.         line = str(x+1)+'\tNO_INT\t'   
136.         for y in range(0, int(numVar)):   
137.             line+=str(variableDataTable[x,y])+'\t'   
138.         line+=str(cfDataTable[x,node,1])+'\t'   
139.         buildPointsFile.write(line+'\n')   
140.    
141.     buildPointsFile.close()   
142.        
143.     call(["dakota", "-i", "Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate_Cf.in","-
o","tempout"+str(node)+".txt"])   
144.        
145.     cfUQFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\tempout'+str(node)+".txt")   
146.     total = 0   
147.     counter = 0;   
148.     for line in cfUQFile:   
149.         newLine = line.replace('Prandtl Number','PrandtlNumber');   
150.         if len(newLine.split()) == 3 and (counter < numVar):   
151.             for varNum in range(0,numVar):   
152.                 if varTag[varNum] in newLine:   
153.                     sobols[node, varNum] = line.split()[0]   
154.                     total += float(line.split()[0])   
155.                     counter += 1;   
156.     sobols[node,:] = [x/total for x in sobols[node]]   
157.        
158. #print(sobols)   
159.    
160.    
161. if numVar > 6:   
162.     for x in range(0,7):   
163.         plt.plot(cfDataTable[0,:,0],sobols[:,x], label = str(varName[x]))   
164.     for x in range(7,int(numVar)):   
165.         plt.plot(cfDataTable[0,:,0],sobols[:,x], '--
', label = str(varName[x]))   
166. else:   
167.     for x in range(0, int(numVar)):   
168.         plt.plot(cfDataTable[0,:,0],sobols[:,x], label = str(varName[x]))   
169.    
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170. plt.legend()   
171. plt.title('Global Skin Friction Coefficient Sensitivity over Backstep')   
172. plt.xlabel('Location (m)')   
173. plt.ylabel('Sobol Index')   
174. plt.show()   
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A.4 Cl Analysis 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Isaac Witte, Kimon Stephanopoulos and Tim Wray #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Spring 2016                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9.    
10. import os, sys, re   
11. import math   
12. import numpy   
13. import time   
14. import shutil   
15. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
16. from subprocess import Popen, PIPE,call   
17.    
18. # ----------------------------   
19. # Parse closure varaible data   
20. # ----------------------------   
21.    
22. #varName = ['beta*_inf','a1','beta_i1','beta_i2','sigma_k1','sigma_k2','sigma_w1','sigm
a_w2']; #SST   
23. #varTag = ['RealEntry87','RealEntry99','RealEntry100','RealEntry101','RealEntry119','Re
alEntry120','RealEntry121','RealEntry122']; #SST   
24. #varName = ['SIG_NU','Kappa','C_V1','C_B1','C_B2','C_T3','C_T4','C_W2','C_W3']; #SAStan
dard   
25. varName = ['Prandtl Number','Cv1','Cb1','Cb2','Cw2','Cw3']; #SA FLUENT   
26. varTag = varName #IF NOT USING SST   
27.    
28. #dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate.in','r') #SST   
29. #dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SAPlate.in','r') #SAStandard   
30. dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SAFLUENTPlate.in','r') #SA FLUENT   
31.    
32. for line in dakotaInputFile:   
33.     words = line.replace('\'','').split();   
34.     if len(line.split()) > 1:   
35.         if words[0] == 'expansion_order':   
36.             p = int(words[1])   
37.         elif words[0] == 'collocation_ratio':   
38.             np = int(words[1])   
39.         elif words[0] == 'uniform_uncertain':   
40.             numVar = int(words[2])   
41.    
42. print varName;   
43. print numVar;   
44.    
45. numFuncEvals = int(np*math.factorial(numVar+p)/(math.factorial(numVar)*math.factorial(p
)))   
46. print numFuncEvals   
47.    
48. variableDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,numVar))   
49. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
50.        
51.     variableDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\params.in','
r')   
52.     #print variableDataFile   
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53.        
54.     for line in variableDataFile:   
55.         split = line.split()   
56.         for i in range(0,numVar):   
57.              if split[3]=="=":   
58.                 split[1:3] = [' '.join(split[1:3])];   
59.                 if split[1] == 'Prandtl Number':   
60.                     variableDataTable[funcEval-1,i]=split[3]   
61.              if varTag[i] == line.split()[1]:   
62.                 print varTag[i]   
63.                 variableDataTable[funcEval-1,i]=split[3]   
64.             # Join lines must be included for SA FLUENT analysis   
65.               
66.         #m = aprepro_regex.match(line)   
67.         #if m:   
68.             #if m.group(1) in varName:   
69.                 #variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=m.group(2)   
70.                 #varNum += 1   
71. variableDataFile.close()   
72.    
73. # ----------------------------   
74. # Parse Cp data   
75. # ----------------------------   
76.    
77. clDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,1))   
78. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
79.     clDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\cl.txt','r')   
80.     for line in clDataFile:   
81.         if line.startswith('bottom') and len(line.split()) == 7:   
82.             vals = line.split()   
83.             # print str(vals[6])   
84.             clDataTable[funcEval-1] = (vals[6])   
85.     #clDataTable[funcEval-1] = numpy.copy(sorted(clDataTable[funcEval-
1], key=lambda x:x[0]))   
86. clDataFile.close()   
87.    
88. # ----------------------------   
89. # Construct build points input   
90. # ----------------------------   
91.    
92. #plt.plot(cpDataTable[0,:,0],cpDataTable[0,:,1])   
93. #plt.show()   
94. #time.sleep(500)   
95.    
96. buildPointsFile_raw = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cl_build_points_weird1.dat','w')   
97.    
98. header = '%eval_id\tinterface\t'   
99. for x in range(0,numVar):   
100.     header += varName[x]+'\t'   
101. buildPointsFile_raw.write(header+'response_fn_1\n')   
102.    
103. for x in range(0,numFuncEvals):   
104.     line = str(x+1)+'\tNO_INT\t'   
105.     for y in range(0, int(numVar)):   
106.         line+=str(variableDataTable[x,y])+'\t'   
107.     line+=str(clDataTable[x])+'\t'   
108.     buildPointsFile_raw.write(line+'\n')   
109.        
110. buildPointsFile_raw.close()   
111.        
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112. buildPointsFile_raw = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cl_build_points_weird1.dat','r')   
113. buildPointsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cl_build_points_weird2.dat','w')   
114.        
115. for line in buildPointsFile_raw:   
116.     buildPointsFile.write(line.replace('[',''))   
117.        
118. buildPointsFile.close()   
119. buildPointsFile_raw.close()   
120.    
121. buildPointsFile_raw = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cl_build_points_weird2.dat','r')   
122. buildPointsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cl_build_points.dat','w')   
123.        
124. for line in buildPointsFile_raw:   
125.     buildPointsFile.write(line.replace(']',''))   
126.    
127. buildPointsFile.close()   
128. buildPointsFile_raw.close()   
129.        
130. call(["dakota", "-i", "Fluent_UQ_SAFLUENTPlate_Cl.in", "-
o","Decomp_Results_Cl.txt"])   
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A.5 Cp UQ Graph 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Isaac Witte, Kimon Stephanopoulos and Tim Wray #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Spring 2016                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9.    
10. import os, sys, re   
11. import math   
12. import numpy   
13. import time   
14. import shutil   
15. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
16. from subprocess import Popen, PIPE,call   
17.    
18. print(os.getcwd())   
19.    
20. #Base UQ DAKOTA file   
21. dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate.in','r')   
22.    
23. #Assumed location of cp data   
24. #'cwd\workdir.#\cp.txt'   
25.    
26. # ----------------------------   
27. # Parse DAKOTA parameters file   
28. # ----------------------------   
29.    
30. varName = ['beta*_inf','a1','beta_i1','beta_i2','sigma_k1','sigma_k2','sigma_w1','sigma
_w2'] #SST   
31. varTag = ['RealEntry87','RealEntry99','RealEntry100','RealEntry101','RealEntry119','Rea
lEntry120','RealEntry121','RealEntry122']; #SST   
32. #varName = ['Prandtl Number','Cv1','Cb1','Cb2','Cw2','Cw3']; #SA FLUENT   
33.    
34. for line in dakotaInputFile:   
35.     words = line.replace('\'','').split();   
36.     if len(line.split()) > 1:   
37.         if words[0] == 'expansion_order':   
38.             p = int(words[1])   
39.         elif words[0] == 'collocation_ratio':   
40.             np = int(words[1])   
41.         elif words[0] == 'uniform_uncertain':   
42.             numVar = int(words[2])   
43.         #elif words[0] == 'descriptors':   
44.         #    varTag = []   
45.         #    words[2:4] = [''.join(words[2:4])];   
46.         #    for i in range(0, int(numVar)):   
47.         #        varTag.append(words[i+2])   
48.    
49. print varTag;   
50. print numVar;   
51.    
52. dakotaInputFile.close()   
53. numFuncEvals = int(np*math.factorial(numVar+p)/(math.factorial(numVar)*math.factorial(p
)))   
54.    
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55. print numFuncEvals   
56. # ----------------------------   
57. # Parse closure varaible data   
58. # ----------------------------   
59.    
60. variableDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,numVar))   
61. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
62.        
63.     varNum = 0   
64.     variableDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\params.in','
r')   
65.     #print variableDataFile   
66.        
67.     for line in variableDataFile:   
68.         print line   
69.         if not "_" in line:   
70.             split = line.split();   
71.             #print "I FOUND IT"   
72.             #print split   
73.             if split[3]=="=":   
74.                 split[1:3] = [' '.join(split[1:3])];   
75.             variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=split[3]   
76.             varNum += 1   
77.         #m = aprepro_regex.match(line)   
78.         #if m:   
79.             #if m.group(1) in varName:   
80.                 #variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=m.group(2)   
81.                 #varNum += 1   
82. variableDataFile.close()   
83.    
84. # ----------------------------   
85. # Parse Cp data   
86. # ----------------------------   
87.    
88. def is_number(s):   
89.     try:   
90.         float(s)   
91.         return True   
92.     except ValueError:   
93.         return False   
94.    
95. cpDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.1\cp.xy','r')   
96. numNodes=0   
97. for line in cpDataFile:   
98.     if len(line.split()) == 2 and is_number(line.split()[0]):   
99.         numNodes+=1   
100. cpDataFile.close()   
101.    
102. cpDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,numNodes,2))   
103. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
104.     nodeNum = 0   
105.     cpDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\cp.xy','r')
   
106.     for line in cpDataFile:   
107.         if len(line.split()) == 2 and is_number(line.split()[0]):   
108.             cpDataTable[funcEval-1,nodeNum,0] = line.split()[0]   
109.             cpDataTable[funcEval-1,nodeNum,1] = line.split()[1]   
110.             nodeNum += 1   
111.     cpDataTable[funcEval-1] = numpy.copy(sorted(cpDataTable[funcEval-
1], key=lambda x:x[0]))   
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112. cpDataFile.close()   
113.    
114. #print(cpDataTable)   
115.    
116. # ----------------------------   
117. # Construct build points input   
118. # ----------------------------   
119.    
120. #plt.plot(cpDataTable[0,:,0],cpDataTable[0,:,1])   
121. #plt.show()   
122. #time.sleep(500)   
123.    
124. sobols = numpy.zeros((numNodes,numVar))   
125.    
126. for node in range(0,numNodes):   
127.     buildPointsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\cp_build_points.dat','w')   
128.    
129.     header = '%eval_id\tinterface\t'   
130.     for x in range(0,numVar):   
131.         header += varName[x]+'\t'   
132.     buildPointsFile.write(header+'response_fn_1\n')   
133.    
134.     for x in range(0,numFuncEvals):   
135.         line = str(x+1)+'\tNO_INT\t'   
136.         for y in range(0, int(numVar)):   
137.             line+=str(variableDataTable[x,y])+'\t'   
138.         line+=str(cpDataTable[x,node,1])+'\t'   
139.         buildPointsFile.write(line+'\n')   
140.    
141.     buildPointsFile.close()   
142.        
143.     call(["dakota", "-i", "Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate_Cp.in","-
o","tempout"+str(node)+".txt"])   
144.        
145.     cpUQFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\tempout'+str(node)+".txt")   
146.     total = 0   
147.     counter = 0;   
148.     for line in cpUQFile:   
149.         newLine = line.replace('Prandtl Number','PrandtlNumber');   
150.         if len(newLine.split()) == 3 and (counter < numVar):   
151.             for varNum in range(0,numVar):   
152.                 if varTag[varNum] in newLine:   
153.                     sobols[node, varNum] = line.split()[0]   
154.                     total += float(line.split()[0])   
155.                     counter += 1;   
156.     sobols[node,:] = [x/total for x in sobols[node]]   
157.        
158. #print(sobols)   
159.    
160.    
161. if numVar > 6:   
162.     for x in range(0,7):   
163.         plt.plot(cpDataTable[0,:,0],sobols[:,x], label = str(varName[x]))   
164.     for x in range(7,int(numVar)):   
165.         plt.plot(cpDataTable[0,:,0],sobols[:,x], '--
', label = str(varName[x]))   
166. else:   
167.     for x in range(0, int(numVar)):   
168.         plt.plot(cpDataTable[0,:,0],sobols[:,x], label = str(varName[x]))   
169.    
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170. plt.legend()   
171. plt.title('Global Pressure Coefficient Sensitivity over Backstep')   
172. plt.xlabel('Location (m)')   
173. plt.ylabel('Sobol Index')   
174. plt.show()   
175.    
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A.6 Cf Separation Test 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Isaac Witte, Kimon Stephanopoulos and Tim Wray #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Spring 2016                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9.    
10. import os, sys, math   
11.    
12. def isNumeric(value):   
13.     try:   
14.         float(value);   
15.         return True;   
16.     except ValueError:   
17.         return False;   
18.    
19. def getKey(item):   
20.     return item[0]   
21.    
22. dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SSTPlate.in','r') #SST   
23. #dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SAPlate.in','r') #SAStandard   
24. #dakotaInputFile = open(r'Fluent_UQ_SAFLUENTPlate.in','r') #SA FLUENT   
25.    
26. for line in dakotaInputFile:   
27.     words = line.replace('\'','').split();   
28.     if len(line.split()) > 1:   
29.         if words[0] == 'expansion_order':   
30.             p = int(words[1])   
31.         elif words[0] == 'collocation_ratio':   
32.             np = int(words[1])   
33.         elif words[0] == 'uniform_uncertain':   
34.             numVar = int(words[2])   
35.    
36. numFuncEvals = int(np*math.factorial(numVar+p)/(math.factorial(numVar)*math.factorial(p
)))   
37. print numFuncEvals   
38.    
39. for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
40.     cfDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'\workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'\cf.xy','r')   
41.     minSep = 1000000;   
42.     cfList = []   
43.     for line in cfDataFile:   
44.         values = line.split();   
45.         if len(values) == 2:   
46.             if isNumeric(values[0]):   
47.                 position = float(values[0]);   
48.                 cf = float(values[1]);   
49.                 sublist = [position,cf]   
50.                 cfList.append(sublist);         
51.    
52.     cfList = sorted(cfList, key=getKey);   
53.    
54.     prevSubList = [0,0];   
55.     for sublist in cfList:   
56.         position = sublist[0];   
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57.         cf = sublist[1];   
58.         if position > 3 and position < 10:   
59.             if cf > minSep:   
60.                 print cf;   
61.                 print minSep;   
62.                 separationPoint = prevSubList[0];   
63.                 sepFile = open('sepFile.txt', 'w');   
64.                 sepFile.write(str(separationPoint)+"\n");   
65.                 sepFile.close();   
66.                 print "Separation point at postition: "+str(separationPoint);   
67.                 break;   
68.             else:   
69.                 minSep = cf;   
70.                 prevSubList = sublist;   
71.    
72.    
73.    
74.    
75.    
76.                
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B Python Code for OpenFOAM UQ Analysis 
B.1 Sample Dakota Input File 
method, 
 #conmin_frcg 
 
  polynomial_chaos 
 #sparse_grid_level 2 
 #cubature_integrand 3 
 expansion_order 2 
   collocation_ratio 2 
 #p_refinement uniform 
 #  max_iteration = 4 
 #  convergence_tol = 1e-6 
 
 #similar to MS&T  
 #expansion_order 3 
 #  collocation_ratio 1 
 
 #not usable, grows like N=(p+1)^n 
    #quadrature_order   = 3 
    #dimension_preference = 5 3 
    samples = 1000 
    seed = 12347 rng rnum2 
    response_levels = 
    2.5e-3 2.75e-3 3e-3 3.25e-3 3.5e-3 2.5e-3 2.75e-3 3e-3 
    variance_based_decomp #interaction_order = 1 
 
variables, 
  uniform_uncertain = 9 
    lower_bounds      = 0.6        0.38    6.9   0.12893 0.60983 1.0   0.3   0.05500 1.75 
    upper_bounds      = 1.0        0.42    7.3   0.13700 0.68750 2.0   0.7   0.35250 2.50 
    descriptors       = 'sigmaNut' 'kappa' 'Cv1' 'Cb1'   'Cb2'   'Ct3' 'Ct4' 'Cw2'   'Cw3' 
 
interface, 
 fork 
   #asynchronous 
   analysis_driver = 'UQ_Bump_4funcs' 
   parameters_file = 'params.in' 
   results_file    = 'results.out' 
   work_directory directory_tag 
   copy_files = 'templatedir/*' 
# uncomment to leave params.in and results.out files in work_dir subdirectories 
    named 'workdir' file_save  directory_save 
   aprepro 
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responses, 
 response_functions = 4 
 descriptors = 'reattPt' 'sepPt' 'cd' 'cl'  
 no_gradients 
 no_hessians 
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B.2 UQ Functions Script 
################################################ 
# Developed by Tim Wray                                                   # 
# WUSTL CFD Lab                                                             # 
# Summer 2016                                                                    # 
################################################ 
 
# Sample simulator to Dakota system call script 
# See Advanced Simulation Code Interfaces chapter in Users Manual 
 
# $1 is params.in FROM Dakota 
# $2 is results.out returned to Dakota 
 
# -------------- 
# PRE-PROCESSING 
# -------------- 
# Incorporate the parameters from DAKOTA into the template, writing ros.in 
# Use the following line if SNL's APREPRO utility is used instead of DPrePro. 
 
cp -r ../baseCase/* . 
dprepro $1 turbulenceProperties.template constant/turbulenceProperties 
 
# -------- 
# ANALYSIS 
# -------- 
decomposePar -latestTime > OFrun.log 
mpirun -np 7 rhoSimpleFoam -parallel > OFrun.log 
reconstructPar -latestTime >> OFrun.log 
#simpleFoam > OFrun.log 
wallShearStress -latestTime >> OFrun.log 
foamCalc components wallShearStress -latestTime >> OFrun.log 
sample -latestTime >> OFrun.log 
 
# --------------- 
# POST-PROCESSING 
# --------------- 
 
./calcBubble postProcessing/surfaces/1500/wallShearStressx_bump.raw 
echo $(tail -1 'postProcessing/forceCoeffs/0/forceCoeffs.dat' | cut -f3) >> results.tmp 
echo $(tail -1 'postProcessing/forceCoeffs/0/forceCoeffs.dat' | cut -f4) >> results.tmp 
rm -r processor* 
rm -r constant/polyMesh 
rm -r system 
rm -r 0 
mv results.tmp $2 
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B.3 Reynolds Shear Stress Calculator 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Isaac Witte and Tim Wray                       #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Spring 2017                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9. import os   
10. import subprocess   
11. import shutil   
12.    
13. class cd:   
14.     """Context manager for changing the current working directory"""   
15.     def __init__(self, newPath):   
16.         self.newPath = os.path.expanduser(newPath)   
17.    
18.     def __enter__(self):   
19.         self.savedPath = os.getcwd()   
20.         os.chdir(self.newPath)   
21.    
22.     def __exit__(self, etype, value, traceback):   
23.         os.chdir(self.savedPath)   
24.    
25.    
26. numCaseEvals = 110;   
27. for caseNum in range(1,numCaseEvals+1):   
28.     print(os.getcwd())   
29.     if os.path.isdir(os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum)+"/system"):   
30.         shutil.rmtree(os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum)+"/system")   
31.     #shutil.rmtree(os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum)+"/system")   
32.     shutil.copytree(os.getcwd()+"/baseCase/system", os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum
)+"/system")   
33.     #shutil.rmtree(os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum)+"/constant/polyMesh")   
34.     if os.path.isdir(os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum)+"/constant/polyMesh"):   
35.         shutil.rmtree(os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum)+"/constant/polyMesh")   
36.     shutil.copytree(os.getcwd()+"/baseCase/constant/polyMesh", os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+
str(caseNum)+"/constant/polyMesh")   
37.     with cd(os.getcwd()+"/workdir."+str(caseNum)):   
38.         print(os.getcwd())   
39.         #subprocess.call(["rhoSimpleFoam", "-help"])   
40.         os.system('R -latestTime')   
41.         shutil.rmtree(os.getcwd()+"/system")   
42.         shutil.rmtree(os.getcwd()+"/constant/polyMesh")   
43.            
44.    
45. caseNum = 0;   
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B.4 Global UQ 
1. ################################################################   
2. ###Developed by Tim Wray, modulated by Isaac Witte             #   
3. ###Washington University in St. Louis                          #   
4. ###Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science  #   
5. ###Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory                     #   
6. ###Summer 2016                                                 #   
7. ################################################################   
8.    
9. import os   
10. import subprocess   
11. import math   
12. import numpy   
13.    
14. def is_number(s):   
15.     try:   
16.         float(s)   
17.         return True   
18.     except ValueError:   
19.         return False   
20.    
21. #TODO: read in numNodes   
22. #TODO: rtable requires numnode check?   
23. #TODO: R_SA.in must exist before call   
24.    
25. #number of the nodes in the mesh.    
26. numNodes = 453136   
27.    
28. #time folder with results data   
29. timeFolder1 = 2000   
30. timeFolder2 = 1500   
31.    
32. #Base UQ DAKOTA file   
33. dakotaInputFile = open(r'UQ_SABump_PCE.in','r')   
34.    
35. # ----------------------------   
36. # Parse DAKOTA parameters file   
37. # ----------------------------   
38. #read in 'expansion_order', ' collocation_ratio', 'uniform_uncertain'(number of variabl
es), 'descriptors'(variable names), and compute the number of function evaluations   
39.    
40. alreadyRead = False #flag to prevent 'responses descriptors' from overwriting 'variable
s descriptors'   
41. p = 0 #expansion order initialization   
42. np = 0 #collocation_ratio initialization   
43. numVar = 0 #number of variables initialization   
44. varName = [] #list of variables initialization   
45.    
46. for line in dakotaInputFile:   
47.     if len(line.split()) > 1:   
48.         if line.split()[0] == 'expansion_order':   
49.             p = int(line.split()[1])   
50.         elif line.split()[0] == 'collocation_ratio':   
51.             np = int(line.split()[1])   
52.         elif line.split()[0] == 'uniform_uncertain':   
53.             numVar = int(line.split()[2])   
54.         elif line.split()[0] == 'descriptors' and not alreadyRead:   
55.             alreadyRead = True   
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56.             for i in range(0, int(numVar)):   
57.                 varName.append(line.replace('\'','').split()[i+2])   
58.    
59. dakotaInputFile.close()   
60. numFuncEvals = int(np*math.factorial(numVar+p)/(math.factorial(numVar)*math.factorial(p
)))   
61. print(numFuncEvals)   
62.    
63. # ----------------------------   
64. # Construct an OpenFOAM scalar object file for each variable   
65. # ----------------------------   
66. OpenFoamHeader = '''''/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------
------------*\\  
67. | =========                 |                                                 |  
68. | \\\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |  
69. |  \\\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |  
70. |   \\\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      |  
71. |    \\\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |  
72. \*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
73. FoamFile  
74. {  
75.     version     2.0;  
76.     format      ascii;  
77.     class       volScalarField;  
78.     location    "1";  
79.     object      varName;  
80. }  
81. // * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //  
82.   
83. dimensions      [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];  
84.   
85. internalField   nonuniform List<scalar>  
86. numNodes  
87. (  
88. '''   
89.    
90. OpenFoamTail = ''''');  
91.   
92. boundaryField  
93. {  
94.     top  
95.     {  
96.         type            zeroGradient;  
97.     }  
98.     inlet  
99.     {  
100.         type            zeroGradient;  
101.     }  
102.     outlet  
103.     {  
104.         type            zeroGradient;  
105.     }  
106.     bump  
107.     {  
108.         type            zeroGradient;  
109.     }  
110.     front  
111.     {  
112.         type            cyclic;  
113.     }  
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114.     back  
115.     {  
116.         type            cyclic;  
117.     }  
118. }  
119.   
120. // ************************************************************************* //'
''   
121.    
122. if not os.path.exists('sobols'):   
123.     os.makedirs('sobols')   
124.    
125. for varNum in range(0,numVar):   
126.     sobolResultsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/sobols/' + varName[varNum],'w')   
127.     OpenFoamHeader = OpenFoamHeader.replace('numNodes',str(numNodes))   
128.     sobolResultsFile.write(OpenFoamHeader.replace('varName',varName[varNum]))   
129.     sobolResultsFile.close()   
130.    
131. # ----------------------------   
132. # Construct storage table for all params.in   
133. # ----------------------------   
134. variableDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals, numVar))   
135.    
136. for funcEval in range(0,numFuncEvals):   
137.     varNum = 0   
138.     variableDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/workdir.' + str(funcEval+1) + r'/pa
rams.in', 'r')   
139.     for line in variableDataFile:   
140.         if line.split()[1] in varName:  # if len(line.split()) == 5:   
141.             variableDataTable[funcEval, varNum] = line.split()[3]   
142.             varNum += 1   
143.     variableDataFile.close()   
144.    
145. #print(variableDataTable)   
146. #exit()   
147.    
148. # ----------------------------   
149. # Construct storage table for all R values   
150. # ----------------------------   
151. rDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals, numNodes))   
152. #print(rDataTable.size)   
153.    
154. for funcEval in range(0,numFuncEvals):   
155.     nodeNumber = 0   
156.     if funcEval < 30:   
157.         rDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/workdir.' + str(funcEval+1) + '/' + st
r(timeFolder1) + r'/R', 'r')   
158.     else:   
159.         rDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/workdir.' + str(funcEval+1) + '/' + st
r(timeFolder2) + r'/R', 'r')   
160.     for line in rDataFile:   
161.         if len(line.split()) == 6 and is_number(line.split()[1]) and nodeNumber 
< numNodes:   
162.             rDataTable[funcEval, nodeNumber] = line.split()[1]   
163.             nodeNumber += 1   
164.     rDataFile.close()   
165.    
166. #print(rDataTable)   
167. #exit()   
168.    
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169. # ----------------------------   
170. # Begin node loop   
171. # ----------------------------   
172. for nodeNum in range(0,numNodes):   
173.    
174.     buildPointsFile = open('R_build_points.dat', 'w')   
175.     header = '%eval_id\tinterface\t'   
176.     for x in range(0, numVar):   
177.         header += varName[x] + '\t'   
178.     buildPointsFile.write(header + 'response_fn_1\n')   
179.    
180.     for x in range(0, numFuncEvals):   
181.         line = str(x + 1) + '\tNO_INT\t'   
182.         for y in range(0, numVar):   
183.             line += str(variableDataTable[x, y]) + '\t'   
184.         line += str(rDataTable[x,nodeNum]) + '\t'   
185.         buildPointsFile.write(line + '\n')   
186.     buildPointsFile.close()   
187.     subprocess.call(["dakota", "-i", "R_SA.in", "-
o", "tempout" + str(nodeNum) + ".txt"])   
188.    
189.     sobolIndiciesFile = open("tempout"+str(nodeNum)+".txt")   
190.    
191.     #sobolsMain = numpy.zeros((numNodes,numVar))   
192.     #sobolsTotal = numpy.zeros((numNodes,numVar))   
193.    
194.     for line in sobolIndiciesFile:   
195.         if len(line.split()) == 3:   
196.             for varNum in range(0,numVar):   
197.                 if varName[varNum] in line and is_number(line.split()[1]):   
198.                     sobolResultsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/sobols/' + varName[
varNum], 'a')   
199.                     sobolResultsFile.write(str(line.split()[0]) + '\n')   
200.                     sobolResultsFile.close()   
201.                     #print(line.split()[0])   
202.                     #sobolsMain[nodeNum-1, varNum] = line.split()[0]   
203.                     #sobolsTotal[nodeNum-1, varNum] = line.split()[1]   
204.                     #total += float(line.split()[0])   
205.                     # ~ sobols[node,:] = [x/total for x in sobols[node]]   
206.     #print(sobolsMain)   
207.     #print(sobolsTotal)   
208.     sobolIndiciesFile.close()   
209.     os.remove(str(sobolIndiciesFile.name))   
210.    
211. for varNum in range(0,numVar):   
212.     sobolResultsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/sobols/' + varName[varNum],'a')   
213.     sobolResultsFile.write(OpenFoamTail)   
214.     sobolResultsFile.close()   
215.    
216. exit()   
217.    
218.    
219. # ----------------------------   
220. # Begin node loop   
221. # ----------------------------   
222. for nodeNum in range(1,numNodes+1):   
223.     variableDataTable = numpy.zeros((numFuncEvals,numVar+1))   
224.    
225. ## ----------------------------   
226. ## Begin function evaluation loop   
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227. ## ----------------------------   
228.     for funcEval in range(1,numFuncEvals+1):   
229.    
230. ### ----------------------------   
231. ### Read in the Turbulence Model coeffs   
232. ### ----------------------------   
233.         varNum = 0   
234.         variableDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/workdir.' + str(funcEval) +r'/p
arams.in','r')   
235.         for line in variableDataFile:   
236.             if line.split()[1] in varName:#if len(line.split()) == 5:   
237.                 variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=line.split()[3]   
238.                 varNum += 1   
239.         variableDataFile.close()   
240.    
241. ### ----------------------------   
242. ### Read in the Reynolds stress xy component   
243. ### ----------------------------   
244.         lineNumber = 0   
245.         if funcEval < 31:   
246.             RDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/workdir.' + str(funcEval) + '/' + 
str(timeFolder1) + r'/R','r')   
247.         else:   
248.             RDataFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/workdir.' + str(funcEval) + '/' + 
str(timeFolder2) + r'/R','r')              
249.         for line in RDataFile:   
250.             if len(line.split()) == 6 and is_number(line.split()[1]):   
251.                 lineNumber +=1   
252.                 if lineNumber == nodeNum:   
253.                     #line.replace('(','')   
254.                     #line.replace(')','')   
255.                     variableDataTable[funcEval-1,varNum]=line.split()[1]   
256.         RDataFile.close()   
257.    
258. ## ----------------------------   
259. ## End function evaluation loop   
260. ## ----------------------------   
261.    
262. ## ----------------------------   
263. ## Assemble build points file and run dakota   
264. ## ----------------------------   
265.     buildPointsFile = open('R_build_points.dat','w')   
266.    
267.     header = '%eval_id\tinterface\t'   
268.     for x in range(0,numVar):   
269.         header += varName[x]+'\t'   
270.     buildPointsFile.write(header+'response_fn_1\n')   
271.    
272.     for x in range(0,numFuncEvals):   
273.         line = str(x+1)+'\tNO_INT\t'   
274.         for y in range(0, int(numVar)+1):   
275.             line+=str(variableDataTable[x,y])+'\t'   
276.         buildPointsFile.write(line+'\n')   
277.     buildPointsFile.close()   
278.     subprocess.call(["dakota", "-i", "R_SA.in","-
o","tempout"+str(nodeNum)+".txt"])   
279.    
280. ## ----------------------------   
281. ## Get the sobol indicies from tempout#.txt and write to seprate files   
282. ## ----------------------------   
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283.     sobolIndiciesFile = open("tempout"+str(nodeNum)+".txt")   
284.    
285.     #sobolsMain = numpy.zeros((numNodes,numVar))   
286.     #sobolsTotal = numpy.zeros((numNodes,numVar))   
287.    
288.     for line in sobolIndiciesFile:   
289.         if len(line.split()) == 3:   
290.             for varNum in range(0,numVar):   
291.                 if varName[varNum] in line and is_number(line.split()[1]):   
292.                     sobolResultsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/sobols/' + varName[
varNum], 'a')   
293.                     sobolResultsFile.write(str(line.split()[0]) + '\n')   
294.                     sobolResultsFile.close()   
295.                     #print(line.split()[0])   
296.                     #sobolsMain[nodeNum-1, varNum] = line.split()[0]   
297.                     #sobolsTotal[nodeNum-1, varNum] = line.split()[1]   
298.                     #total += float(line.split()[0])   
299.                     # ~ sobols[node,:] = [x/total for x in sobols[node]]   
300.     #print(sobolsMain)   
301.     #print(sobolsTotal)   
302.     sobolIndiciesFile.close()   
303.     os.remove(str(sobolIndiciesFile.name))   
304.    
305. for varNum in range(0,numVar):   
306.     sobolResultsFile = open(os.getcwd() + r'/sobols/' + varName[varNum],'a')   
307.     sobolResultsFile.write(OpenFoamTail)   
308.     sobolResultsFile.close()   
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B.5 Ideal Coefficient Binary Search 
1. ##############################################################   
2. # Bisection method binary search for closure coefficients    #   
3. # By: Isaac Witte                                            #   
4. # WUSTL CFD Lab                                              #   
5. # February 2017                                              #   
6. ##############################################################   
7.    
8. #import necessary libraries   
9. import sys   
10. import numpy   
11. import os   
12. import subprocess   
13. import shutil   
14. import fileinput   
15.    
16. from os import path   
17.    
18. coeff = "C1ke"; # coefficient that we are analyzing   
19. numIter = 2000; # number of iterations per run   
20.    
21. var_min = 0.07889; # minimum of coefficient's range   
22. var_max = 0.14651; # maximum of coefficient's range   
23.    
24. exp_sept = 0.7; # experimental separation point   
25. exp_reattach = 1.1; # experimental reattachment point   
26.    
27. run = True; # boolean to stop running when ideal coefficient found   
28. ascending = True;   # boolean to signify which way trend occurs   
29. numRuns = 0; # counter of times OpenFOAM runs until ideal coefficient is found   
30.    
31. class cd:   
32.     """Context manager for changing the current working directory"""   
33.     def __init__(self, newPath):   
34.         self.newPath = os.path.expanduser(newPath)   
35.    
36.     def __enter__(self):   
37.         self.savedPath = os.getcwd()   
38.         os.chdir(self.newPath)   
39.    
40.     def __exit__(self, etype, value, traceback):   
41.         os.chdir(self.savedPath)   
42.    
43. # copy template folder to minimum folder   
44. shutil.copytree(os.getcwd()+"/template", os.getcwd()+"/min_"+coeff)   
45. # cd into minimum folder   
46. with cd(os.getcwd()+"/min_"+coeff):   
47.     #open constant folder   
48.     with cd(os.getcwd()+"/constant"):   
49.         #read turbulenceproperties file, change placeholder to min value   
50.         with open('turbulenceProperties','r') as file:   
51.             filedata = file.read();   
52.         filedata = filedata.replace('{'+coeff+'};', str(var_min)+';');   
53.         with open('turbulenceProperties','w') as file:   
54.             file.write(filedata);   
55.        
56.     # run OpenFOAM with new coefficient value, calculate separation and reattachment po
ints   
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57.     os.system('decomposePar -latestTime > OFrun.log')   
58.     os.system('mpirun -np 7 rhoSimpleFoam -parallel > OFrun.log')   
59.     numRuns = numRuns+1;   
60.     os.system('reconstructPar -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
61.     os.system('wallShearStress -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
62.     os.system('foamCalc components wallShearStress -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
63.     os.system('sample -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
64.     os.system('./calcBubble postProcessing/surfaces/'+str(numIter)+'/wallShearStressx_b
ump.raw')   
65.     os.system('rm -r processor*')   
66.     os.system('rm -r constant/polyMesh')   
67.     os.rename('results.tmp','results_'+coeff+'_'+str(var_min)+'.out')   
68.     with open('results.tmp','results_'+coeff+'_'+str(var_min)+'.out','r') as results:   
69.         calc_reattach_varMin = float(results.readline())   
70.    
71.            
72. # copy template folder to maximum folder   
73. shutil.copytree(os.getcwd()+"/template", os.getcwd()+"/max_"+coeff)   
74. # cd into maximum folder   
75. with cd(os.getcwd()+"/max_"+coeff):   
76.     #open constant folder   
77.     with cd(os.getcwd()+"/constant"):   
78.         #read turbulenceproperties file, change placeholder to max value   
79.         with open('turbulenceProperties','r') as file:   
80.             filedata = file.read();   
81.         filedata = filedata.replace('{'+coeff+'};', str(var_max)+';');   
82.         with open('turbulenceProperties','w') as file:   
83.             file.write(filedata);    
84.    
85.     # run OpenFOAM with new coefficient value, calculate separation and reattachment po
ints   
86.     os.system('decomposePar -latestTime > OFrun.log')   
87.     os.system('mpirun -np 7 rhoSimpleFoam -parallel > OFrun.log')   
88.     numRuns = numRuns+1;   
89.     os.system('reconstructPar -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
90.     os.system('wallShearStress -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
91.     os.system('foamCalc components wallShearStress -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
92.     os.system('sample -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
93.     os.system('./calcBubble postProcessing/surfaces/'+str(numIter)+'/wallShearStressx_b
ump.raw')   
94.     os.system('rm -r processor*')   
95.     os.system('rm -r constant/polyMesh')   
96.     os.system('rm -r system')   
97.     os.rename('results.tmp','results_'+coeff+'_'+str(var_max)+'.out')   
98.     with open('results_'+coeff+'_'+str(var_max)+'.out','r') as results:   
99.         calc_reattach_varMax = float(results.readline())   
100.    
101. # compare reattachment points with both the min and the max coeff values to dete
rmine the trend   
102. # also check to see if exp value is within range or out of range   
103. if calc_reattach_varMin < calc_reattach_varMax:   
104.     ascending = true;   
105.     if exp_reattach < calc_reattach_varMin:   
106.         #var_min is the best bet, and display that you're at the minimum bound. 
  
107.         var = var_min;   
108.         run = false;   
109.     elif exp_reattach > calc_reattach_varMax:   
110.         #var_max is the best bet, and display that you're at the maximum bound. 
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111.         var = var_max;   
112.         run = false;   
113. else:   
114.     ascending = false;   
115.     if exp_reattach > calc_reattach_varMin:   
116.         #var_min is the best bet, and display that you're at the minimum bound. 
  
117.         var = var_min;   
118.         run = false;   
119.     elif exp_reattach < calc_reattach_varMax:   
120.         #var_max is the best bet, and display that you're at the maximum bound. 
  
121.         var = var_max;   
122.         run = false;   
123.    
124. # if exp value within range, perform binary search to find ideal coefficient val
ue   
125. while run:   
126.     var = (var_min+var_max)/2   
127.     numRuns = numRuns+1   
128.     print(str(numRuns))   
129.    
130.     shutil.copytree(os.getcwd()+"/template", os.getcwd()+"/"+coeff+"_"+str(var))
   
131.     with cd(os.getcwd()+"/"+coeff+"_"+str(var)):   
132.         with cd(os.getcwd()+"/constant"):   
133.             with open('turbulenceProperties','r') as file:   
134.                 filedata = file.read();   
135.             filedata = filedata.replace('{'+coeff+'};', str(var)+';');   
136.             with open('turbulenceProperties','w') as file:   
137.                 file.write(filedata);    
138.         os.system('decomposePar -latestTime > OFrun.log')   
139.         os.system('mpirun -np 7 rhoSimpleFoam -parallel > OFrun.log')   
140.         os.system('reconstructPar -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
141.         os.system('wallShearStress -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
142.         os.system('foamCalc components wallShearStress -
latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
143.         os.system('sample -latestTime >> OFrun.log')   
144.         os.system('./calcBubble postProcessing/surfaces/'+str(numIter)+'/wallShe
arStressx_bump.raw')   
145.         os.system('rm -r processor*')   
146.         os.system('rm -r constant/polyMesh')   
147.         os.system('rm -r system')   
148.         os.rename('results.tmp','results_'+coeff+'_'+str(var)+'.out')   
149.         with open('results_'+coeff+'_'+str(var)+'.out','r') as results:   
150.             calc_reattach = float(results.readline())   
151.    
152.     print(str(var)+':  '+str(calc_reattach))   
153. #    if calc_reattach > (0.99*exp_reattach) and calc_reattach < (1.01*exp_reatta
ch):   
154.     if abs(calc_reattach-exp_reattach) < 0.000001:   
155.         print(str(var)+" is the correct value for the reattach point")   
156.         run = false;   
157.     elif exp_reattach > calc_reattach:   
158.         if ascending:   
159.             var_min = var   
160.         else:   
161.             var_max = var   
162.     else:   
163.         if ascending:   
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164.             var_max = var   
165.         else:   
166.             var_min = var  
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